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Abstract

Given an (irreducible) Möbius covariant net A, we prove a Bisognano-
Wichmann theorem for its categorical extension E d associated to the braided C�-
tensor category RepdpAq of dualizable (more precisely, “dualized”) Möbius co-
variant A-modules. As a closely related result, we prove a (modified) Bisognano-
Wichmann theorem for any (possibly) non-local extension of A obtained by a
C�-Frobenius algebra Q in RepdpAq. As an application, we discuss the relation
between the domains of modular operators and the preclosedness of certain un-
bounded operators in E d.
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0 Introduction

The notion of categorical extensions of conformal nets was introduced in [Gui21a]
to understand the relations between the tensor categories of conformal nets and vertex
operator algebras (VOA’s). A categorical extension E of an irreducible conformal (or
Möbius covariant) net A is the Haag-Kastler net of bounded charged fields (intertwin-
ers) associated to A. E satisfies a list of axioms similar to those of A, including, most
importantly, the locality axiom, which says that bounded charged fields supported in
disjoint open intervals commute adjointly. One main observation in [Gui21a] is that,
in order to relate the tensor category of a unitary VOA V with the one of the corre-
sponding conformal net AV (assuming AV exists), it suffices to show that the (usually)
unbounded smeared intertwining operators of V give rise to bounded intertwiners sat-
isfying the axioms of a categorical extension, especially the locality. Similar to the
construction in [CKLW18] of AV from V , proving the locality axiom is the most dif-
ficult step, which amounts to proving the strong commutativity of certain adjointly
commuting unbounded closed operators.1

The Bisognano-Wichmann (B-W) theorem [BW75] is a powerful tool for proving
the locality of the conformal net AV associated to a unitary VOA V . In [CKLW18],
Carpi-Kawahigashi-Longo-Weiner used this theorem to show that very often, one only
needs the strong commutativity of a small amount of smeared vertex operators (which
“generate V ”) to prove the strong commutativity of all smeared vertex operators sup-
ported in disjoint intervals. 2 The main motivation of our present article is to general-
ize this result to intertwining operators (charged fields) of VOA’s.

Let us first recall the B-W theorem in (algebraic) chiral conformal field theory
[BGL93, GF93, FJ96]. Let A be an (irreducible) Möbius covariant net with vacuum
representation H0 and vacuum vector Ω. The representation of PSUp1, 1q on H0 is de-
noted by U . By Reeh-Schlieder property, Ω is a cyclic and separating vector of ApIq
where I is any open (non-dense non-empty) interval on the unit circle S1. Thus, one
can associate to the pair pApIq,Ωq the modular operator ∆I and modular conjugation
JI satisfying the Tomita-Takesaki theorem. Now, the B-W theorem for A says that:

• (Geometric modular theorem) ∆it
I � δIp�2πtq, where δI is the dilation subgroup

of the Möbius group PSUp1, 1q associated to the interval I (see section 6 for more
details).

• (PCT theorem) The antiunitary map Θ :� JS1
�

(which is an involution by Tomita-
Takesaki theory) is a PCT operator for A, where S1

� is the upper semi-circle. More
precisely, if we set r : S1 Ñ S1, z ÞÑ z, then we have ΘApIqΘ � AprIq and
ΘUpgqΘ � Uprgrq for any g P PSUp1, 1q.

More generally, one has the B-W theorem for Fermi conformal nets [ALR01, CKL08]
and irreducible finite-index non-local extensions of conformal nets [LR04].

1Two closed operators A and B on a Hilbert space H are said to commute adjointly if rA,Bs �
rA�, Bs � 0 when acting on suitable vectors; they are said to commute strongly if the von Neumann
algebras generated by A and by B commute. Strong commutativity implies adjoint commutativity; the
converse may not hold by the famous counterexample of Nelson [Nel59].

2For general quantum field theories, a similar result was proved in [DSW86].
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To derive a B-W theorem for categorical extensions of A, we first need to define the
modular S and F operators for them. Before explaining the definition, we first recall
what are categorical extensions.

Let S1
� be the lower semi-circle. If Hi,Hj are A-modules, then Hj is a left ApS1

�q
module, and Hi is a right ApS1

�q module defined by the action x P ApS1
�q ÞÑ Θx�Θ.

Then the fusion product HibHj is the Connes-Sauvageot relative tensor product of Hi

and Hj over ApS1
�q. ApS1

�q and ApS1
�q act naturally on HibHj by acting respectively on

the left and the right components, and can be extended to a representation of A on Hib

Hj using “path continuations”. (See section A or [Gui21a] chapter 2 for details.) Now,
for each interval I , one can define a dense vector space HipIq � HomApI 1qpH0,HiqΩ,
where I 1 is the interior of the complement of I . HjpIq is defined similarly. Then we
know that Hi bHj has a dense subspace spanned by vectors of the form ξ b η where
ξ P HipS1

�q and η P HjpS1
�q. We then have bounded operators

Lpξq P HomApS1
�
qpHj,Hi bHjq, Rpηq P HomApS1

�
qpHi,Hi bHjq

defined by Lpξqφ � ξ b φ and Rpηqψ � ψ b η for any φ P HjpS1
�q, ψ P HipS1

�q. We
understand Lpξq, Rpηq as operators acting on any possible A-modules. This means
that when χ P Hk, we have Lpξqχ P Hi bHk, Rpηqχ P Hk bHj .

The L and R operators defined above should be understood as supported in S1
�

and S1
� respectively. We would like to have them supported in any interval I , so that

we have nets of sets of L operators and R operators. It turns out that in general, such
nets can be defined not on S1 but on its universal cover. So one should consider the
L and R operators localized not in intervals, but in arg-valued intervals. If I is an
interval of S1, then one can choose a continuous argument function argI . Then the
pair rI � pI, argIq is called an arg-valued interval. We choose �S1

� and �S1
� such that

argS1
�

peitq � t (0   t   π), and that argS1
�

peitq � t (�π   t   0). Then one can define

consistently the L and R operators localized in any given arg-valued interval rI . To be
more precise, for any A-modules Hi,Hk and any ξ P HipIq, one can define

Lpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hi bHkq, Rpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hk bHiq.

Moreover, when rI � �S1
� we have Lpξ, rIq � Lpξq; when rI � �S1

� we have Rpξ, rIq � Rpξq.
These L and R operators form a categorical extension of A.

We now focus on dualizable A-modules Hi,Hj,Hk, etc. Since Hi is dualizable, we
have an A-module Hi (the dual object) and evaluations evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q and
evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q satisfying the conjugate equations

pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq,
pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq,

where we set coevi,i � ev�
i,i
, coevi,i � ev�

i,i
. evi,i determines the other ev and coev. More-

over, we may and do assume that the ev and coev are standard, which means evi,ipF b
1iqcoevi,i � evi,ip1ibF qcoevi,i for each F P EndApHiq. (Cf. [LR97, Yam04, BDH14].) We
say that pHi, evi,iq is a dualizing data, and that a dualizable object Hi equipped with
a dualizing data is called dualized. Dualized representations with Möbious covari-
ance form a rigid braided C�-tensor category RepdpAq, and for each dualized Hi we
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can choose a canonical dual object Hi, such that Hi is also the dual object of Hi. (See
Section 3 for details.)

Now, for any rI , we define the categorical S and F operators S
rI , FrI . For any dualiz-

able Hi, we have

S
rI , FrI : Hi Ñ Hi

with common domain HipIq defined by

S
rIξ � Lpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, F

rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ.

These two operators are indeed preclosed. Moreover, they are related by the (uni-
tary) twist operator ϑ (proposition 5.7):

F
rI � ϑS

rI .

We can thus define the modular operator ∆
rI and modular conjugation J

rI by the polar
decompositions:

S
rI � J

rI � ∆
1
2

rI
, F

rI � ϑJ
rI � ∆

1
2

rI
,

where, for each Hi, ∆
rI is a positive closed operator on Hi, and J

rI : Hi Ñ Hi is antiuni-
tary. Indeed, J

rI : Hi Ñ Hi is an involution, i.e., J2
rI
� 1. It turns out that J

rI implements
the conjugations of morphisms: for any morphism G P HomApHi,Hjq one can define its
conjugate G P HomApHi,Hiq to be the adjoint of the transpose G_, where G_ is the
unique morphism in HomApHj,Hiq satisfying

evj,jpGb 1jq � evi,ip1i bG_q.

We will prove that

G � J
rI �G � J

rI

(see Proposition 5.16), which suggests that J
rI is the correct modular conjugation for

categorical extensions.
The action of ∆

rI on any Hi can be interpreted as a Connes spatial derivative (see
remark 5.20). Indeed, our definition and treatment of S

rI and F
rI are deeply moti-

vated by the matrix algebra approach to Connes fusion products and Connes spatial
derivatives in [Fal00] and [Tak02, Sec. IX.3]. Those matrices of von Neumann alge-
bras are described in our article by the C�-Frobenius algebra Q � pHk b Hk, µ, ιq in
the representation category RepdpAq of dualized Möbius covariant A-modules, where
ι P HomApH0,Hk b Hkq is coevk,k, and µ P HomApHk b Hk b Hk b Hk,Hk b Hkq is
evk,kp1k b evk,k b 1kq. As we will show, S

rI and F
rI are closely related to the S and F

operators of non-local extensions of A constructed from C�-Frobenius algebras. Thus,
using the Tomita-Takesaki theory for those non-local extensions, we are able to show
that S

rI and F
rI are always preclosed, and that ∆

rI and J
rI satisfy similar algebraic rela-

tions as those in Tomita-Takesaki theory (see for example Proposition 5.18). The idea
here is the same as in [Fal00] and [Tak02].
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We emphasize that the categorical extensions and the non-local finite index exten-
sions (by C�-Frobenius algebras) of a conformal net A are closely related. So are their
modular theories. As we will see, the proof of the B-W theorem for categorical exten-
sions relies on that for non-local extensions, and vice versa. Let us now point out some
key ideas in the proof.

Just like the proof of many other versions of B-W theorem, the starting point of our
proof is the following well known consequence (cf. [ALR01, LR04]; see also Lemma
6.2) of Borchers’ theorem [Bor92]: for a non-local extension B constructed from the C�-
Frobenius algebra Q, zptq � ∆it

rI
δ
rIp2πtq is a one-parameter group independent of the

arg-valued interval rI . To show that zptq � 1 when Q is standard, we need to first show
that the modular operator for BprIq is the inverse of that of BprI 1q; here, rI 1 is the “clock-
wise complement of rI , i.e., it is the interior of the complement of I in S1, equipped with
the arg-function argI 1 satisfying argI 1   argI   argI 1 �2π. This fact is obvious when Q
is commutative (i.e., when B is local extension, which means BprI 1q is the commutant
of BpIq). Especially, this is true when Q is the identity object, namely B � A.3 But this
is not an obvious fact when the standard Q is in general non-commutative. It turns
out that our Categorical Extensions provide a natural framework for proving this fact:
we prove it using the previously mentioned crucial relation F

rI � ϑS
rI for categorical

S and F operators (Proposition 5.7). (In particular, the property that the categorical S
and F operators have the same absolute value ∆

rI is remarkable.) We also use the fact
that the categorical S

rI and F
rI can be related directly to the S operators for BprIq and its

commutant BprIq1 (cf. Proposition 5.10; see also the non-local Haag duality in Theorem
4.7).

Once we have proved the B-W theorem for standard non-local extensions, it is not
difficult to prove categorical B-W theorem by restricting to A-subrepresentations of
Q. Then, using this categorical B-W theorem, one can also prove easily the (modified)
non-local B-W theorem for non-local extensions of A associated to a non-necessarily
standard C�-Frobenius algebra Q. These two B-W theorems are the main results of
our paper, which are stated in details in theorems 6.4 and 6.12. Roughly speaking, the
categorical B-W theorem says:

Theorem 0.1 (Categorical B-W theorem). We have

∆it
rI
� δIp�2πtq (0.1)

when acting on any dualizable Hi. Moreover, Θ :� J
�S1
�

is a PCT-operator for the (rigid)
categorical extension.

Let Q � pHa, µ, ιq be a C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq, where ι P HomApH0,Haq
and µ P HomApHa b Ha,Haq. Let Ha and eva,a be the dual object and the standard
evaluation. Let ε be the unique invertible morphism in HomApHa,Haq satisfying

eva,apεb 1aq � ι�µ.

3Note that one does not need the B-W theorem for the conformal net A to prove that zptq is a one-
parameter group independent of rI . It is rather the opposite: that this fact proves the B-W theorem for
A. Thus, it should now be clear to the readers that our proofs of B-W theorem for non-local extensions
and categorical extensions do not rely on the B-W theorem of A, but rather, it follows the same pattern
as the proof of the latter.
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(ε will be called reflection operator in our paper.) We remark that ε�ε is independent
of the choice of Ha and eva,a for Ha. Then we have:

Theorem 0.2 (Modified non-local B-W theorem). Let B be the non-local extension of A
obtained through Q. For any rI P rJ , Let D

rI and JQ
rI

be the modular operator and conjugation
associated to pBprIq, ιΩq. Then

Dit
rI
� pε�εqitδIp�2πtq, (0.2)

and ΘQ :� JQ
�S1
�

is a PCT operator for B and its “clockwise dual net” B1.

Some remarks on these two theorems:

• Equivalent forms of equation (0.1) already appeared in [FRS92, Jörß96] and in
[Lon97]. In [FRS92, Jörß96], the S operators are defined for reduced field bun-
dles, which are an alternative model for charged fields (intertwining operators)
of conformal nets. For our purpose (see the beginning of the introduction), cat-
egorical extensions might be more convenient than reduce field bundles. In
[Lon97], Longo showed that the dilation group δI is related to Connes Radon-
Nikodym derivatives, which are in turn related to Connes spatial derivatives
and hence related to our ∆

rI (see remark 5.20).

• Similar to [Jörß96, GL96], the conformal spin-statistics theorem ϑ � e2iπL0 is a
consequence of the PCT theorem for (rigid) categorical extensions (see theorem
6.8).

• The C�-Frobienius algebra Q is standard if and only if ε is unitary. Thus, by
(0.2), for the non-local extension B of A obtained by Q, the standard geometric
modular theorem Dit

rI
� δIp�2πtq holds if and only if Q is standard.

• When Q is irreducible (as a left Q-module), theorem 0.2 was proved by [LR04]
proposition 3.5-(ii).

This article is organized as follows. The first three sections provide background
materials of this article. In section 1 we review the definitions of Möbius covariant nets
and conformal nets and their representations. In section 2 we review the definition and
basic properties of categorical extensions of conformal nets. In section 3, we review
some important facts about dualizable objects, their duals and standard evaluations.
Later on, we will focus on the rigid braided C�-tensor category RepdpAq of dualized
objects, i.e., dualizable objects with chosen duals and standard evaluations.

Construction of non-local extensions of conformal nets via C�-Frobenius algebras
(or Q-systems) was first studied in [LR95] using endomorphisms of von Neumann
algebras. A parallel construction using bimodules and Connes fusions was given in
[Mas97]. In section 4, we use categorical extensions as a new method to realize such
construction of non-local extensions. Our method emphasizes the close relation be-
tween the charged field operators of a conformal net and the field operators of its
non-local extensions, and explains the slogan “non-local extensions are subquotients
of categorical extensions” proposed in the Introduction of [Gui21a]. In section 5 we
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define the S and F operators for rigid categorical extensions, and prove many elemen-
tary but important properties for these operators. Especially, we relate them with the
S and F operators of non-local extensions. In section 6 we prove the main results of
this article, namely theorems 0.1 and 0.2. In section 7 we use the modular theory of cat-
egorical extensions to study the preclosedness of certain unbounded charged fields of
conformal nets. Although our main motivation of this article is to study the functional
analytic properties of these charged field operators, here we do not give a systematic
study of this topic but leave it to future works.

Categorical extensions of conformal nets are closely related to Connes fusion. In
section A we briefly explain this relation for the convenience of the readers who are
not familiar with this topic. We hope that this appendix section would help them un-
derstand the axioms in the definition of categorical extensions. In section B we prove
that the rigid categorical extensions of Möbius covariant nets are Möbius covariant.
This result parallels the conformal covariance of the categorical extensions of confor-
mal (covariant) nets proved in [Gui21a] section 2.4 and theorem 3.5. Indeed, our proof
of the Möbius covariance in this article can be adapted to give a simpler proof of the
conformal covariance in [Gui21a]; see the end of section B.
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1 Backgrounds

Let J be the set of all non-empty non-dense open intervals in the unit circle S1. If
I P J , then I 1 denotes the interior of the complement of I , which is also an element
in J . The group Diff�pS1q of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of S1 contains
the subgroup PSUp1, 1q of Möbius transforms of S1. If I P J , we let DiffpIq be the
subgroup of all g P Diff�pS1q acting as identity on I 1.

In this article, we always let A be an (irreducible) Möbius covariant net, which
means that for each I P J there is a von Neumann algebra ApIq acting on a fixed
separable Hilbert space H0, such that the following conditions hold:
(a) (Isotony) If I1 � I2 P J , then ApI1q is a von Neumann subalgebra of ApI2q.
(b) (Locality) If I1, I2 P J are disjoint, then ApI1q and ApI2q commute.
(c) (Möbius covariance) We have a strongly continuous unitary representation U of
PSUp1, 1q on H0 such that for any g P PSUp1, 1q, I P J ,,

UpgqApIqUpgq� � ApgIq.

(d) (Positivity of energy) The generator L0 of the rotation subgroup % is positive.
(e) There exists a unique (up to scalar) PSUp1, 1q-invariant unit vector Ω P H0. More-
over, Ω is cyclic under the action of

�
IPJ MpIq (the von Neumann algebra generated

by all MpIq).
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A satisfies Haag duality [GF93, Thm. 2.19], i.e., that ApI 1q � ApIq1. This result
plays a crucial role in the construction of categorical extensions, and is thus an input
in the proof of Haag duality for non-local extensions (cf. Proposition 4.5 or Theorem
4.7).

We say that A is a conformal (covariant) net if the representation U of PSUp1, 1q
on H0 can be extended to a strongly continuous projective unitary representation U of
Diff�pS1q on H0, such that for any g P Diff�pS1q, I P J , and any representing element
V P UpH0q of Upgq,

VApIqV � � ApgIq.
Moreover, if g P DiffpIq and x P ApI 1q, then

V xV � � x.

Let Hi be a separable Hilbert space. Recall that a (normal) representation pHi, πiq
of A (also called an A-module) associates to each I P J a unital *-representation πi,I :
ApIq Ñ BpHiq, such that for any I1, I2 P J satisfying I1 � I2, and any x P ApI1q, we
have πi,I1pxq � πi,I2pxq. We write πi,Ipxq as πipxq or just x when no confusion arises.

Let G be the universal covering of Diff�pS1q. The corresponding projective repre-
sentation of G on H0 is also denoted by U . Then G has a central extension

1 Ñ Up1q Ñ GA Ñ G Ñ 1

associated to the projective representation of Diff�pS1q on H0. In other words, we set

GA � tpg, V q P G � UpH0q|V is a representing element of Upgqu.
GA actually only depends on the central charge of A ; see [Gui21a]. This fact will not
be used in the present article.

Then the projective representation Diff�pS1q ñ H0 gives rise to an actual unitary
(continuous) representation of GA of H0, also denoted by U . For each I , we let G pIq be
the connected component containing 1 of the preimage of DiffpIq under the covering
map G Ñ Diff�pS1q. Similarly, let GApIq be the preimage of G pIq under GA Ñ G . If A is
conformal covariant, then any A-module Hi is conformal covariant, which means that
there is a unique representation Ui of GA on Hi such that for any I P J and g P GApIq,

Uipgq � πipUpgqq. (1.1)

Moreover, this representation of GA continuous. These facts follow from [AFK04] (only
for irreducible representations) and [Hen19] theorem 11. (See also [Gui21a][Thm. 2.2]
for a detailed explanation.) Moreover, the generator of the rotation subgroup acting on
Hi is positive by [Wei06] theorem 3.8. From (1.1) and the fact that GA is algebraically
generated by tGApIq : I P J u proved in [Hen19] Lemma 17-(ii) (see also [Gui21a]
proposition 2.2), it is clear that any homomorphism of conformal net modules is also
a homomorphism of representations of GA. Moreover, for any g P GA and x P ApIq one
has

Uipgqπi,IpxqUipgq� � πi,gIpUpgqxUpgq�q. (1.2)
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Very often, we will write Upgq and Uipgq as g for short.
Let �PSUp1, 1q be the universal cover of PSUp1, 1q, regarded as a subgroup of G .

By [Bar54], the restriction of any strongly continuous projective representation of G

to �PSUp1, 1q can be lifted to a unique strongly continuous unitary representation of�PSUp1, 1q. Thus �PSUp1, 1q is also a subgroup of GA. Note that the action of �PSUp1, 1q
on H0 also preserves Ω. We say that an A-module Hi is Möbius covariant if there is a
strongly continuous unitary representation Ui of �PSUp1, 1q on Hi such that (1.2) holds
for any g P�PSUp1, 1q and I P J .

In the literature, a Möbius covariant representation is often also assumed to have
positive generator of rotation group (or equivalently, positive generator of translation
group [Wei06, Lemma 3.1]). Since in our article we are mainly interested in dualizable
representations (equivalently, representations with finite indexes), the positive energy
condition is automatic by [BCL98, Cor. 4.4].

2 Categorical extensions

Let ReppAq be the C�-category of A-modules whose objects are denoted by
Hi,Hj,Hk, . . . . Then one can equip ReppAq with a structure of braided C�-tensor cate-
gory either via Doplicher-Haag-Roberts (DHR) superselection theory [FRS89, FRS92],
or via Connes fusion [BDH15, BDH17, Gui21a]. These two constructions are equiva-
lent by [Gui21a] chapter 6. The unit of ReppAq is H0. We write the tensor (fusion) prod-
uct of two A-modules Hi,Hj as Hi b Hj . We assume without loss of generality that
ReppAq is strict, which means that we will not distinguish between H0,H0bHi,HibH0,
or pHibHjqbHk and Hib pHj bHkq (abbreviated to HibHj bHk). In the following,
we review the definition and the basic properties of closed vector-labeled categori-
cal extensions of A (abbreviated to “categorical extensions” for short) introduced in
[Gui21a].

To begin with, if Hi,Hj are A-modules and I P J , then HomApI 1qpHi,Hjq denotes
the vector space of bounded linear operators T : Hi Ñ Hj such that Tπi,I 1pxq �
πj,I 1pxqT for any x P ApI 1q. We then define HipIq � HomApI 1qpH0,HiqΩ, which is
a dense subspace of Hi. Note that I � J implies HipIq � HipJq. Moreover, if
G P HomApHi,Hjq, then

GHipIq � HjpIq. (2.1)

If I P J , an arg-function of I is, by definition, a continuous function argI : I Ñ R
such that for any eit P I , argIpeitq � t P 2πZ. rI � pI, argIq is called an arg-valued
interval. Equivalently, rI is a branch of I in the universal cover of S1. We let rJ be the
set of arg-valued intervals. If rI � pI, argIq and rJ � pJ, argJq are in rJ , we say thatrI and rJ are disjoint if I and J are so. Suppose moreover that for any z P I, ζ P J

we have argJpζq   argIpzq   argJpζq � 2π, then we say that rI is anticlockwise to rJ
(equivalently, rJ is clockwise to rI). We write rI � rJ if I � J and argJ |I � argI . GivenrI P rJ , we also define rI 1 � pI 1, argI 1q P rJ such that rI is anticlockwise to rI 1. We say thatrI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI .
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Definition 2.1. A (closed and vector-labeled) categorical extension E �
pA,ReppAq,b,Hq of A associates, to any Hi,Hk P ObjpReppAqq and any rI P rJ , ξ P
HipIq, bounded linear operators

Lpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hi bHkq,
Rpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hk bHiq,

such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) (Isotony) If rI1 � rI2 P rJ , and ξ P HipI1q, then Lpξ, rI1q � Lpξ, rI2q, Rpξ, rI1q � Rpξ, rI2q
when acting on any Hk P ObjpReppAqq.
(b) (Functoriality) If Hi,Hk,Hk1 P ObjpReppAqq, F P HomApHk,Hk1q, the following
diagrams commute for any rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq.

Hk
FÝÝÝÑ Hk1

Lpξ,rIq

��� Lpξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

1ibFÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk1

Hk
Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk bHi

F

��� Fb1i

���
Hk1

Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk1 bHi

. (2.2)

(c) (State-field correspondence4) For any Hi P ObjpReppAqq, under the identifications
Hi � Hi bH0 � H0 bHi, the relation

Lpξ, rIqΩ � Rpξ, rIqΩ � ξ (2.3)

holds for any rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq. It follows immediately that when acting on H0, Lpξ, rIq
equals Rpξ, rIq and is independent of argI .
(d) (Density of fusion products) If Hi,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , then the set
LpHipIq, rIqHk spans a dense subspace of Hi b Hk, and RpHipIq, rIqHk spans a dense
subspace of Hk bHi. (Indeed, they span the full space Hi bHk and Hk bHi respec-
tively.)
(e) (Locality) For any Hk P ObjpReppAqq, disjoint rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise to rJ ,
and any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, the following diagram (2.4) commutes adjointly.

Hk
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHj

Lpξ,rIq

��� Lpξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj

(2.4)

Here, the adjoint commutativity of diagram (2.4) means that Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIq �
Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJq when acting on Hk, and Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIq� � Lpξ, rIq�Rpη, rJq when acting
on Hi bHk.
(f) (Braiding) There is a unitary linear map ßi,j : Hi b Hj Ñ Hj b Hi for any
Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq, such that

ßi,jLpξ, rIqη � Rpξ, rIqη (2.5)

whenever rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq, η P Hj .
4For general (i.e., non-necessarily closed or vector-labeled) categorical extensions, this axiom is re-

placed by the neutrality and the Reeh-Schlieder property; see [Gui21a] section 3.1.
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Note that ßi,j is unique by the density of fusion products. Moreover, ßi,j commutes
with the actions of A, and is the same as the braid operator of ReppAq; see [Gui21a]
sections 3.2, 3.3. The existence of E is also proved in [Gui21a] sections 3.2.5

Remark 2.2. We see that Lpξ, rIq and Rpξ, rIq can act on any object in ReppAq. If we
want to emphasize that they are acting on a specific object Hk, we write Lpξ, rIq|Hk

and
Rpξ, rIq|Hk

. It is noteworthy that for any x P ApIq,
LpxΩ, rIq|Hk

� RpxΩ, rIq|Hk
� πk,Ipxq. (2.6)

See the end of [Gui21a] section 3.1. By the locality and the state-field correspondence,
it is also easy to see that

Lpξ, rIqη � Rpη, rJqξ (2.7)

whenever ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, and rI is anticlockwise to rJ .

Another useful fact is that if F P HomApHi,Hi1q, G P HomApHj,Hj1q, ξ P HipIq, and
η P Hj , then

pF bGqLpξ, rIqη � LpFξ, rIqGη, pGb F qRpξ, rIqη � RpFξ, rIqGη. (2.8)

This was proved in [Gui21a] section 3.3 using Connes fusion, but it also follows di-
rectly from the axioms of categorical extensions. To prove the first equation, it suffices
to assume that η P HjpJq where rJ is clockwise to rI . Then, by the functoriality and
relation (2.7),

pF bGqLpξ, rIqη � p1bGqpF b 1qLpξ, rIqη � p1bGqpF b 1qRpη, rJqξ
�p1bGqRpη, rJqFξ � p1bGqLpFξ, rIqη � LpFξ, rIqGη.

The second relation follows from the first one and (2.7).
We now prove some fusion relations for the L and R operators of E .

Proposition 2.3. Let Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , and ξ P HipIq.
(a) If η P HjpIq, then Lpξ, rIqη P pHi bHjqpIq, Rpξ, rIqη P pHj bHiqpIq, and

Lpξ, rIqLpη, rIq|Hk
� LpLpξ, rIqη, rIq|Hk

, (2.9)

Rpξ, rIqRpη, rIq|Hk
� RpRpξ, rIqη, rIq|Hk

. (2.10)

(b) If ψ P pHi bHjqpIq and φ P pHj bHiqpIq, then Lpξ, rIq�ψ P HjpIq, Rpξ, rIq�φ P HjpIq,
and

Lpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIq|Hk
� LpLpξ, rIq�ψ, rIq|Hk

, (2.11)

Rpξ, rIq�Rpφ, rIq|Hk
� RpRpξ, rIq�φ, rIq|Hk

. (2.12)
5In [Gui21a] we assume A to be conformal covariant for the simplicity of discussions. Most results in

that article (for example, the construction of Connes categorical extensions, the uniqueness of braided
C�-tensor categories, the uniqueness of vector-labeled closed categorical extensions, etc.) do not rely
on the conformal covariance and are also true for Möbius covariant nets. The only exception is the
conformal covariance of categorical extensions, which should be replaced by Möbius covariance when
the A is only Möbius covariant; see theorem 3.2 and section B.
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As a special case, we see that if ξ P HipIq and x P ApIq, then xξ P HipIq, and

Lpxξ, rIq � xLpξ, rIq, Rpxξ, rIq � xRpξ, rIq. (2.13)

Proof. We only prove the first equation of part (b); the second one follows similarly.
Part (a) follows either from a similar argument or from [Gui21a] proposition 3.6.
Since Lpξ, rIq�ψ � Lpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIqΩ, we clearly have Lpξ, rIq�ψ P HjpIq. Choose any
χ P HkprI 1q. Then, by the adjoint commutativity of left and right operators,

Lpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIqχ � Lpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIqRpχ, rI 1qΩ � Rpχ, rI 1qLpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIqΩ
�Rpχ, rI 1qLpξ, rIq�ψ � Rpχ, rI 1qLpLpξ, rIq�ψqΩ � LpLpξ, rIq�ψqRpχ, rI 1qΩ
�LpLpξ, rIq�ψqχ.

Next, we discuss the conformal covariance of E . For any rI � pI, argIq P rJ and
g P GA, we have gI defined by the action of Diff�pS1q on S1. We now set grI � pgI, arggIq,
where arggI is defined as follows. Choose any map γ : r0, 1s Ñ GA satisfying γp0q �
1, γp1q � g such that γ descends to a (continuous) path in G . Then for any z P I
there is a path γz : r0, 1s Ñ S1 defined by γzptq � γptqz. The argument argIpzq of z
changes continuously along the path γz to an argument of gz, whose value is denoted
by arggIpgzq.
Theorem 2.4 ([Gui21a] theorem 3.13). If A is conformal covariant, then E �
pA,ReppAq,b,Hq is conformal covariant, which means that for any g P GA, rI P rJ ,Hi P
ObjpReppAqq, ξ P HipIq, there exists an element gξg�1 P HipgIq such that

Lpgξg�1, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1, Rpgξg�1, grIq � gRpξ, rIqg�1 (2.14)

when acting on any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.
It’s clear that we have

gξg�1 � gLpξ, rIqg�1Ω � gRpξ, rIqg�1Ω. (2.15)

In particular, when g P�PSUp1, 1q one has gξg�1 � gξ by the state-field correspondence
and that gΩ � Ω. Therefore

Lpgξ, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1, Rpgξ, grIq � gRpξ, rIqg�1 p@g P�PSUp1, 1qq. (2.16)

The above property is called the Möbius covariance of E .

3 Rigid categorical extensions and dualized objects

Recall that a representation Hi of A is called dualizable if there exists an object
Hi P ObjpReppAqq (called dual object) and evaluations evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q and
evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q satisfying the conjugate equations

pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq, (3.1)
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pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq, (3.2)

where we set coevi,i � ev�
i,i
, coevi,i � ev�

i,i
. It is clear that Hi is also a dual object of Hi.

Note that in each of (3.1) and (3.2), the first equation is equivalent to the second one
by taking adjoint. Note also that evi,i is uniquely determined by evi,i since coevi,i is so.
Moreover, one can choose the evaluations to be standard, which means that besides
the conjugate equations, we also have

evi,ipF b 1iqcoevi,i � evi,ip1i b F qcoevi,i (3.3)

for any F P EndApHiq. Then there exist positive numbers di � di satisfying
evi,icoevi,i � evi,icoevi,i � di10 � di10, called the quantum dimensions of Hi and
Hi.

Standard evaluations exist and are unique up to unitaries. The uniqueness means
that if H

pi is also a dual object of Hi, and revi,pi P HomApHi bH
pi,H0q is a standard eval-

uation, then revi,pi :� evi,ip1i b uq for a (necessarily unique) unitary u P HomApHpi,Hiq.
Moreover, we also have rev

pi,i :� evi,ipu b 1iq. We refer the reader to [LR97] or [Yam04]
or [BDH14] for more details.

Definition 3.1. We let RepfpAq be the C�-tensor category of dualizable Möbius covari-
ant representations of A.

Recall from Section 1 that when A is conformal covariant, the conformal covariance
and hence the Möbius covariance of dualizable representations are automatic. Then
RepfpAq is a rigid braided C�-tensor category.6 We remark that Hi is also Möbius
covariant by [GL96] theorem 2.11. Therefore Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq if Hi is so. That any
A-subrepresentation of Hi is Möbius covariant follows from [GL96, Prop. 2.2].

We can now restrict E to RepfpAq to obtain a (closed, vector-labeled) rigid cate-
gorical extension E f � pA,RepfpAq,b,Hq, which is also conformal covariant when
A is so. This means that when A is conformal covariant, definition 2.1 and theorem
2.4 hold verbatim for E f , except that ReppAq should be replaced by RepfpAq. When
A is only Möbius covariant, these are also true except that theorem 2.4 should be re-
placed by Möbius covariance. Note first of all that for any Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq, the
strongly continuous unitary representations of�PSUp1, 1q making Hi Möbius covariant
are unique by [GL96] proposition 2.2. As an easy consequence of this fact, any mor-
phism in RepfpAq intertwines the actions of �PSUp1, 1q (cf. Lemma B.1). The following
is proved in section B.

Theorem 3.2. RepfpAq is closed under b. Moreover, E f � pA,RepfpAq,b,Hq is Möbius
covariant, which means that for any g P �PSUp1, 1q, rI P rJ ,Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq, ξ P HipIq,
we have

Lpgξ, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1, Rpgξ, grIq � gRpξ, rIqg�1 (3.4)

when acting on any Hj P ObjpRepfpAqq.
6That RepfpAq is closed under fusion product b is known to experts. In section B we give a proof of

this fact.
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Since all the ev and coev for Hi are determined by evi,i, we define the following:

Definition 3.3. For any dualizable Hi, a dualizing data is pHi, evi,iq where Hi P
ObjpReppAqq is a dual object of Hi, evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q satisfies (3.1), (3.2), and
coevi,i � ev�

i,i
, coevi,i � ev�

i,i
, and the evaluations are standard.

A dualizable Hi have infinitely many different dualizing data. However, for the
purpose of this article, we need to choose a canonical dualizing data satisfying some
nice property, such as that the double dual object equals the original one. For this
purpose, we introduce the following definition.

Definition 3.4. A dualizable Möbius covariant representation Hi of A is called dual-
ized, if Hi is equipped with a dualizing data pHi, evi,iq.

Equivalently, a dualized object is a triple pHi,Hi, evi,iq where Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq
and pHi, evi,iq is a dualizing data of Hi.

In this article, our main results are stated for the category RepdpAq and the categor-
ical extension E d modeled on it. They are defined as follows.

Definition 3.5. RepdpAq is the rigid braided C�-tensor category of dualized (Möbius
covariant) representations of A. Morphisms of RepdpAq are the same as morphisms
of RepfpAq (i.e., homomorphisms of representations of A). If Hi,Hj are dualized with
dualizing data pHi, evi,iq and pHj, evj,jq, we define their tensor (fusion) product to be
Hi bHj as a (dualizable Möbius covariant) representation of A, equipped with dual-
izing data

pHj bHi, evibj,jbiq
where

evibj,jbi � evi,ip1i b evj,j b 1iq.
Moreover, for any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq equipped with dualizing data pHi, evi,iq, we
define its (canonical) dual object to be Hi equipped with dualizing data pHi, evi,iq,
where evi,i is related to evi,i by (3.1), (3.2), and coevi,i � ev�

i,i
, coevi,i � ev�

i,i
.

We let H0 P ObjpRepdpAqq be the vacuum representation of A with dualizing data
pH0, λ0,0q where, in general, λ0,i : H0 bHi

�ÝÑ Hi is the left unitor.

The following is easy to see:

Proposition 3.6. Let Hi,Hj be dualized, and let Hi,Hj be their respecitve dual objects. Then
the dual object of H0 is H0, the dual object of Hi is Hi, and the dual object of HibHj is HjbHi.
If we identify Hi with H0 bHi (resp. Hi bH0) using the left (resp. right) unitor, then their
dualizing data are automatically identified. If we identify pHibHjqbHk with HibpHjbHkq
using the associator, then their dualizing data are also automatically identified.

Definition 3.7. The forgetful functor RepdpAq Ñ RepfpAq defined by forgetting the
dualizing data is clearly an equivalence of C�-tensor categories. We pullback the cate-
gorical extension E along the forgetful functor to get a rigid categorical extension

E d � pA,RepdpAq,b,Hq.
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The following theorem follows obviously from Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.8. Theorem 3.2 holds verbatim for RepdpAq and E d.

We close this section by recalling some well-known facts about rigid (braided) C�-
tensor categories. We state these facts only for RepdpAq.

Choose Hi,Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq with dualizing date pHi, evi,iq, pHj, evj,jq respec-
tively. Suppose that G P HomApHi,Hjq. Then there exists a unique G_ P HompHj,Hiq
satisfying

evj,jpGb 1jq � evi,ip1i bG_q, (3.5)

called the transpose of G. We have G__ � G. Thus

G :� pG_q� � pG�q_ (3.6)

which is in HomApHi,Hjq and called the conjugate of G. See for example [Yam04].

It is easy to see that G � G, that if F is another morphism and FG is definable then
FG � FG, that pGq� � G�, and that G is a projection (resp. unitary, an isometry, a
partial isometry) if and only if G is so.

Since RepdpAq is a rigid braided C�-tensor category, we can define the twist opera-
tor ϑi on any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq to be the unique operator in EndApHiq such that

evi,i � evi,ißi,ipϑi b 1iq, (3.7)

where we recall that ß is the braid operator of ReppAq, and the evaluations are assumed
to be standard. Then, by [Müg00], ϑi is a unitary operator independent of the dualiz-
ing data of Hi, and the actions of ϑ on all Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq (as ϑi) define a ribbon
structure compatible with the braided C�-tensor structure of RepdpAq. (Indeed, ϑi is
unitary if and only if the evaluations are standard.) This means, among other things,
that ϑ is functorial (i.e. natural, which means that it commutes with homomorphisms),
that for any Hi,Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq,

ß2
i,j � ϑibjpϑ�1

i b ϑ�1
j q, (3.8)

ϑ_i � ϑi, (3.9)

and (hence) that

p1i b ϑiqcoevi,i � ß�1
i,i

coevi,i. (3.10)

(See also [Gui21b] the paragraph containing equation (3.29) for some explanations.)

4 Non-local extensions

Q-systems were introduced by R.Longo [Lon94] and are powerful tools for study-
ing local and non-local extensions of conformal and Möbius covariant nets [LR95,
KL04, BKLR15]. In this section, we give a construction of non-local extensions by Q-
systems under the framework of categorical extensions. We shall work with a general
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C�-Frobenius algebra Q in RepdpAq, and construct a non-local extension B of A via
Q. The results in this section hold verbatim for E f ,RepfpAq, and their C�-Frobenius
algebras.

Recall that Q � pHa, µ, ιq is called a C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq if Ha P
ObjpRepdpAqq, µ P HomApHa b Ha,Haq, ι P HomApH0,Haq, and the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

• (Unit) µpιb 1aq � 1a � µp1a b ιq.
• (Associativity) µpµb 1aq � µp1a b µq.
• (Frobenius relation) p1a b µqpµ� b 1aq � µ�µ.

Note that the associativity and the Frobenius relation are equivalent to the adjoint com-
mutativity of the following diagram

Ha bHa bHa
1abµÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha bHa

µb1a

��� µ

���
Ha bHa

µÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha

. (4.1)

Let us fix a C�-Frobenius algebra Q. For any ξ P HapIq, we define bounded linear
operators on Ha:

Apξ, rIq � µ � Lpξ, rIq|Ha , Bpξ, rIq � µ �Rpξ, rIq|Ha .

Definition 4.1. For any rI P rJ , BprIq (resp. B1prIq) is defined to be the set of all Apξ, rIq
(resp. Bpξ, rIq) where ξ P HapIq.

We shall show that B : rI P rJ ÞÑ BprIq and B1 : rI P rJ ÞÑ B1prIq are two nets of von
Neumann algebras extending A, and that the Haag duality BprIq1 � B1prI 1q is satisfied.
First, notice that ApIq is also acting on Ha. We also denote by ApIq the image of ApIq
under πa,I . The following lemma shows that B and B1 are extensions of A.

Proposition 4.2. We have ApIq � BprIq and ApIq � B1prIq.
Proof. Choose any x P ApIq. Then one has

ApιxΩ, rIq � πa,Ipxq � BpιxΩ, rIq. (4.2)

Indeed, for any η P Ha,

ApιxΩ, rIqη � µ � LpιxΩ, rIqη � µpιb 1aqLpxΩ, rIqη � LpxΩ, rIqη � xη,

where we have used (2.8), the unit property, and (2.6). The other relation is proved in
a similar manner.

Proposition 4.3. If rI is anticlockwise to rJ , then for any ξ P HapIq and η P HapJq, Apξ, rIq
commutes adjointly with Bpη, rJq, which means that Apξ, rIqBpη, rJq � Bpη, rJqApξ, rIq and
Apξ, rIq�Bpη, rJq � Bpη, rJqApξ, rIq�.
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Proof. Consider the following matrix of diagrams.

Ha
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha bHa

µÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha

Lpξ,rIq

��� Lpξ,rIq

��� Lpξ,rIq

���
Ha bHa

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha bHa bHa
1abµÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha bHa

µ

��� µb1a

��� µ

���
Ha

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha bHa
µÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ha

(4.3)

The p1, 1q-diagram commutes adjointly by the locality of E d. The p2, 1q- and p1, 2q-
diagrams commute adjointly by the functoriality of E d. The p2, 2q-diagram is just (4.1),
which we know is commuting adjointly by the associativity and the Frobenius prop-
erty of Q. Thus the largest diagram commutes adjointly, which is exactly the adjoint
commutativity of Apξ, rIq and Bpη, rJq.
Definition 4.4. If S is a set of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H, its com-
mutant S1 is defined to be the set of bounded linear operators on H which commute
adjointly with the operators in S. Then S1 is a von Neumann algebra. The double
commutant S2 is called the von Neumann algebra generated by S.

Proposition 4.5. For any rI P rJ we have BprIq1 � B1prI 1q and B1prI 1q1 � BprIq. As a conse-
quence, BprIq and B1prI 1q are von Neumann algebras acting on Ha.

We remind the reader that rI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI .

Proof. We only prove BprIq1 � B1prI 1q as the other relation can be proved in a similar way.
Note that by the previous proposition, we have BprIq1 � B1prI 1q. To prove BprIq1 � B1prI 1q,
we choose any Y P BprIq1 and show that Y P B1prI 1q.

Set η � Y ιΩ. Since ι P HomApH0,Haq and Y P HomApIqpHa,Haq (by proposition
4.2), one has Y ι P HomApIqpH0,Haq. Therefore η P HapI 1q. Choose any ξ P HapIq. Then,
by proposition 4.6, we have

Y ξ � Y Apξ, rIqιΩ � Apξ, rIqY ιΩ � Apξ, rIqη � Apξ, rIqBpη, rI 1qιΩ
�Bpη, rI 1qApξ, rIqιΩ � Bpη, rI 1qξ.

This shows Y � Bpη, rI 1q and hence that Y P B1prI 1q.
Proposition 4.6. For any rI P rJ and ξ P HipIq,

Apξ, rIqιΩ � ξ � Bpξ, rIqιΩ. (4.4)

As a consequence, we see that ιΩ is a cyclic separating vector for BprIq and B1prIq.
Proof. We shall prove the following more general relations:

Apξ, rIqι � Lpξ, rIq|H0 , Bpξ, rIqι � Rpξ, rIq|H0 . (4.5)
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Again, we only prove the first one as the second one can be argued similarly. We
compute that

Apξ, rIqι � µ � Lpξ, rIq � ι � µp1a b ιqLpξ, rIq|H0 � Lpξ, rIq|H0

where we have used the functoriality of E d and the unit property of Q.

Finally, if A is conformal covariant, we notice that for any g P GA, we have
gBprIqg�1 � BpgrIq and gB1prIqg�1 � B1pgrIq. Indeed, we notice that the actions of g
commute with µ (see the discussion after (1.1)). Therefore the conformal covariance
of E d implies the two equations. If A is only Möbius covariant, we also have similar
relations for g P�PSUp1, 1q. We summarize the above results as follows. (Note that (4.6)
follows from lemma 4.6.)

Theorem 4.7. B : rI P rJ ÞÑ BprIq and B1 : rI P rJ ÞÑ B1prIq are families of von Neumann
algebras satisfying the following properties for any rI, rJ P rJ .
(a) (Extension property) ApIq � BprIq X B1prIq.
(b) (Isotony) If rI � rJ , then BprIq � Bp rJq and B1prIq � B1p rJq.
(c) (Reeh-Schlieder property) BprIqιΩ and B1prIqιΩ are dense subspaces of Ha. Indeed, we have

BprIqιΩ � B1prIqιΩ � HapIq. (4.6)

(d) (Haag duality) BprIq1 � B1prI 1q.
(e) (Möbius/conformal covariance) For any g P�PSUp1, 1q one has

gBprIqg�1 � BpgrIq, gB1prIqg�1 � B1pgrIq. (4.7)

When A is conformal covariance, the above relations are also true when g P GA.

We say that B and B1 are the non-local extensions of A associated to the C�-
Frobenius algebra Q, and that B1 is the clockwise dual net of B. The latter name is
justified by the Haag duality BprIq1 � B1prI 1q.

Given Q � pHa, µ, ιq and the associated non-local extensions B,B1, we define Q1 �
pHa, µ

1, ιq, where µ1 � µßa,a.

Proposition 4.8. The non-local extensions of A associated to the C�-Frobenius algebra Q1 are
B1 and B2, where B2 is the clockwise dual net of B1.

Proof. We let B1,B1
1 be the non-local extensions associated toQ1, and show that B1 � B1.

The operators in B1prIq are written as µ1Lpξ, rIq|Ha where ξ P HapIq. By the braiding
axiom of E d, µ1Lpξ, rIq|Ha � µßLpξ, rIq|Ha � µRpξ, rIq|Ha which is inside B1prIq. Moreover,
any operator in B1prIq is of this form. This proves B1prIq � B1prIq.

We describe the relation between B and its clockwise double dual net B2. Let rI2 be
the clockwise complement of rI 1. Then we have I2 � I and argI2 � argI �2π.

Proposition 4.9. B2prI2q � BprIq for any rI P rJ .

Proof. We have BprIq � B1prI 1q1 and, similarly, B1prI 1q � B2prI2q1.
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5 Categorical modular operators and conjugations

We first recall the Tomita-Takesaki theory for von Neumann algebras associated
with cyclic seperating vectors; details can be found in [Tak02] or [Tak70]. Let M be a
von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, and assume that Ω P H is a cyclic
and separating vector of M. (We do not require ‖Ω‖� 1.) One defines unbounded
antilinear operators S : MΩ Ñ MΩ and F : M1Ω Ñ M1Ω such that for any x P M, y P
M1,

SxΩ � x�Ω, FyΩ � y�Ω.

S and F are indeed preclosed operators, whose closures are also denoted by the
same symbols S and F respectively. Moreover, S� � F . Let S � J∆

1
2 be the po-

lar decomposition of S, where the positive operator ∆ � S�S is called the modu-
lar operator, and the antiunitary map J is called the modular conjugation. We have
∆itΩ � JΩ � Ω, S � S�1, J2 � 1, S � J∆

1
2 � ∆� 1

2J. Let i � ?�1. For any t P R, we
have

∆itM∆�it �M, JMJ �M1.

Tomita-Takesaki theory can be applied to non-local extensions without difficulty.
This will be used to derive a categorical Tomita-takesaki theory in this section.

Definition 5.1. For each Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq with dualizing data pHi, evi,iq (see Section
3), and for any rI P rJ , we define unbounded antilinear operators S

rI , FrI : Hi Ñ Hi with
domains HipIq such that for any ξ P HipIq,

S
rIξ � Lpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, F

rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ. (5.1)

Recall (cf. Definition 3.5) that Hi is assumed to have dualizing data pHi, evi,iq.
Remark 5.2. We also understand S

rI and F
rI as categorical operators, which means that

they can act on any object of RepdpAq. We write S
rI as S

rI |Hi
and similarly F

rI as F
rI |Hi

if we want to emphasize that S
rI and F

rI are acting on the object Hi P RepdpAq. Then
their domains are HipIq. Later we will show that S

rI |Hi
, F

rI |Hi
are preclosed (with the

same absolute value), and will use the same symbols to denote the closures. Then the
domains of S

rI |Hi
, F

rI |Hi
will be a dense subspace of Hi containing HipIq.

The following proposition describes how S
rI , FrI depends on the dualizing data.

Proposition 5.3. Suppose that Hi,Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq are equal as representations of
A, with possibly different dualizing data given by pHi, evi,iq and pHj, evj,jq respectively.
By the uniqueness of standard evaluations (cf. Section 3), there is a unique unitary u P
HomApHi,Hjq such that

evj,j � evi,ip1i b u�1q.

Then for each rI P rJ ,

S
rI |Hj

� uS
rI |Hi

, F
rI |Hj

� uF
rI |Hi

.
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Note that we do not assume Hi and Hj are the same objects of ReppAq, even though
Hi,Hj are so.

Proof. Recall the functoriality: for any ξ P HipIq � HjpIq and η P Hj , we have
p1i b u�1qLpξ, rIq � Lpξ, rIqu�1 and pu�1 b 1iqRpξ, rIq � Rpξ, rIqu�1 when acting on Hj .
Therefore

S
rI |Hj

ξ � Lpξ, rIq�coevj,jΩ � Lpξ, rIq�p1i b uqcoevi,iΩ

�uLpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ � uS
rI |Hi

ξ.

The relation for F -operators is proved in the same way.

We shall show that S
rI and F

rI are involutions. First of all, we need:

Proposition 5.4. Choose Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq. If ξ P HipIq, then S
rIξ P HipIq, FrIξ P HipIq.

Moreover, for any Hk P ObjpReppAqq we have

LpS
rIξ,
rIq|Hk

� Lpξ, rIq�pcoevi,i b 1kq, (5.2)

RpF
rIξ,
rIq|Hk

� Rpξ, rIq�p1k b coevi,iq. (5.3)

Note that in the above two equations, Lpξ, rIq� is a bounded linear operator from
Hi bHi bHk to Hi bHk, and Rpξ, rIq� from Hk bHi bHi to Hk bHi. Also, Hk is not
assumed to be dualizable or dualized. Then Hi bHk and Hk bHi have no dualizing
data if Hk is not dualized.

Proof. That S
rIξ and F

rIξ are inside HipIq follows from the obvious fact that
Lpξ, rIq�coevi,i and Rpξ, rIq�coevi,i are in HomApI 1qpH0,Hiq. For any χ P Hk, we use
proposition 2.3 to compute that

LpS
rIξ,
rIqχ � L

�
Lpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, rI�χ � Lpξ, rIq�L�coevi,iΩ, rI�χ

(2.8)ùùùùLpξ, rIq�pcoevi,i b 1kqL
�
Ω, rI�χ (2.6)ùùùù Lpξ, rIq�pcoevi,i b 1kqχ.

The other equation is proved similarly.

Proposition 5.5. For any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq and ξ P HipIq, we have S2
rI
ξ � F 2

rI
ξ � ξ.

Proof. We compute

S2
rI
ξ

(5.1)ùùùù LpS
rIξ,
rIq�coevi,iΩ

(5.2)ùùùù pevi,i b 1iqLpξ, rIqcoevi,iΩ

�pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iqLpξ, rIqΩ (3.1)ùùùù Lpξ, rIqΩ � ξ.

Similarly, we may use (3.2) to show F 2
rI
ξ � ξ.

The above two propositions imply immediately the following result.

Corollary 5.6. For any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, ξ P HipIq, φ P Hi b

Hk, ψ P Hk bHi,

Lpξ, rIq�φ � pevi,i b 1kqLpSrIξ, rIqφ, (5.4)

Rpξ, rIq�ψ � p1k b evi,iqRpFrIξ, rIqψ. (5.5)
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Next, we relate S
rI and F

rI .

Proposition 5.7. We have

F
rI � ϑS

rI . (5.6)

More precisely, for any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq and ξ P HipIq we have F
rIξ � ϑiSrIξ.

Recall that ϑi is the (unitary) twist operator of Hi.

Proof. By the braiding axiom of E d we have Rpξ, rIq|Hi
� ßi,iLpξ, rIq|Hi

. Therefore

F
rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ � Lpξ, rIq�ß�1

i,i
coevi,iΩ

(3.10)ùùùù Lpξ, rIq�p1i b ϑiqcoevi,iΩ

�ϑiLpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ � ϑiSrIξ.

We will see later that S
rI and F

rI are preclosed. Therefore S�
rI
S
rI � F �

rI
F
rI will be

denoted by ∆
rI . This fact is crucial for proving the geometric modular theorems.

We now show the Möbius covariance of S
rI and F

rI .

Proposition 5.8. For any g P�PSUp1, 1q,
gS

rIg
�1 � SgrI , gF

rIg
�1 � FgrI . (5.7)

Proof. The domain of SgrI is HipgIq, whereas the domain of gS
rIg

�1 is gHipIq. From (1.2)
one clearly has gHipIq � HipgIq. Now choose any ξ P HipgIq. Then g�1ξ P HipIq, and
Lpξ, grIq � gLpg�1ξ, rIqg�1 by the Möbius covariance of E d. Notice that Ω is �PSUp1, 1q-
invariant, and that the morphisms intertwine the actions of �PSUp1, 1q. Therefore

SgrIξ � Lpξ, grIq�coevi,iΩ � gLpg�1ξ, rIq�g�1coevi,iΩ

�gLpg�1ξ, rIq�coevi,ig
�1Ω � gLpg�1ξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ � gS

rIg
�1ξ.

The following proposition says that we can use morphisms to relate the S
rI and F

rI

on different dualized objects. Recall the conjugates of morphisms defined by (3.6).

Proposition 5.9. For any Hi,Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq with (canonical) dual objects Hi,Hj re-
spectively, and for any G P HomApHi,Hjq, we have

G � S
rI |Hi

� S
rI |Hj

�G, G � F
rI |Hi

� F
rI |Hj

�G,
where the conjugate of G P HomApHi,Hjq is defined using the dualizing data of Hi,Hj .

Proof. Notice GHipIq � HjpIq and GHipIq � HjpIq. For any ξ P HipIq, we have
LpGξ, rIq � pGb 1qLpξ, rIq by (2.8). Therefore

S
rI |Hj

Gξ � LpGξ, rIq�coevj,jΩ � Lpξ, rIq�pG� b 1jqcoevj,jΩ

(3.5)ùùùùLpξ, rIq�p1i bGqcoevi,iΩ � GLpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ � GS
rI |Hi

ξ.

We conclude G �S
rI |Hi

� S
rI |Hj

�G. The second relation follows from a similar argument
or from Proposition 5.7 and the fact that the twist intertwines morphisms.
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To prove further properties of S
rI and F

rI , we have to relate them with the S and F
operators of non-local extensions of A. First of all, if Q � pHa, µ, ιq is a C�-Frobenius
algebra in RepdpAq, then Ha has a dualizing data pHa, eva,aq. On the other hand, notice
that Ha is self dual and eva,a :� ι�µ defines an evaluation satisfying the conjugate
equation

peva,a b 1aqp1a b coeva,aq � 1a � p1a b eva,aqpcoeva,a b 1aq.

We say that Q is standard if eva,a is a standard evaluation. Therefore, when Q is stan-
dard, pHa, eva,a � ι�µq is another dualizing data for the representation Ha of A. By the
uniqueness of standard evaluations, we have a unitary ε P HomApHa,Haq satisfying

eva,apεb 1aq � ι�µ � eva,ap1a b εq, (5.8)

called the reflection operator of Q.
In the remaining part of this section, we shall always assume that Q is a standard

C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq, and Ha has dualizing data pHa, eva,aq which defines
the reflection operator ε. Let B and B1 be the pair of non-local extensions of A obtained
by Q. Then, according to Proposition 4.6, for each rI P rJ , ιΩ is a cyclic separating
vector for BprIq and B1prIq.
Proposition 5.10. Assume that Q is standard. Then ε�1S

rI |Ha and ε�1F
rI |Ha are respectively

the (preclosed) S operators of BprIq and B1prIq with respect to ιΩ. More precisely, for any
X P BprIq and Y P B1prIq,

ε�1S
rI |Ha �XιΩ � X�ιΩ, ε�1F

rI |Ha � Y ιΩ � Y �ιΩ. (5.9)

Proof. We prove the second equation. To simplify discussions, we suppress the |Ha

after F
rI . Choose any ξ P HapIq. We want to show that F

rIBpξ, rIqιΩ � εBpξ, rIq�ιΩ. By
proposition 4.6 we have F

rIBpξ, rIqιΩ � F
rIξ. On the other hand,

εBpξ, rIq�ιΩ � εRpξ, rIq�µ�ιΩ (5.5)ùùùù εp1a b eva,aqRpFrIξ, rIqµ�ιΩ
�εp1a b eva,aqpµ�ιb 1aqRpFrIξ, rIqΩ � εp1a b eva,aqpµ�ιb 1aq � FrIξ.

By (5.8) we have pεb 1aqµ�ι � coeva,a. Therefore

εp1a b eva,aqpµ�ιb 1aq � pεb eva,aqpµ�ιb 1aq
�p1a b eva,aqpεb 1a b 1aqpµ�ιb 1aq � p1a b eva,aqppεb 1aqµ�ιb 1aq
�p1a b eva,aqpcoeva,a b 1aq � 1a.

This proves the second equation. A similar argument proves the first one.

Remark 5.11. Since ϑ commutes with homomorphisms, it commutes in particular with
ε. Therefore the S operators of BprIq and B1prIq differ by a twist: ε�1F

rI |Ha � ϑ � ε�1S
rI |Ha .

By Tomita-Takesaki theory [Tak02, Chapter VI], we know that S
rI |Ha and F

rI |Ha are
preclosed since ε�1S

rI |Ha and ε�1F
rI |Ha are so. Using this fact, we can show
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Lemma 5.12. LetQ � pHa, µ, ιq be a standardC�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq, and let Hi P
ObjpRepdpAqq be equivalent to a subrepresentation of Ha. Then S

rI |Hi
, F

rI |Hi
are preclosed.

Proof. Since the proofs for the two operators are the same, we only prove the pre-
closedness of S

rI |Hi
. By Proposition 5.10 and Tomita-Takesaki theory for the von Neu-

mann algebras BprIq, we know that S
rI |Ha is preclosed. Let ϕ P EndApHi,Haq be an

isometry embedding Hi into Ha. Let Hi be the (canonical) dual object of Hi. Since
ϕ�ϕ � 1i, we have ϕ� � ϕ � 1i.

By Proposition 5.9, we have ϕ � S
rI |Hi

� S
rI |Ha � ϕ. Let x�|�y denote the inner product

of Hi. Then for each ξ, η P HipIq,A
S
rI |Hi

ξ
���S

rI |Hi
η
E

ϕ��ϕ�1iùùùùùùù
A
ϕS

rI |Hi
ξ
���ϕS

rI |Hi
η
E
�
A
S
rI |Haϕξ

���S
rI |Haϕη

E
.

Choose any sequence ξn in HipIq such that ξn Ñ 0 and S
rI |Hi

ξn converges. Then ϕξn Ñ
0. By the above relation, S

rI |Haϕξ converges. So, by the preclosedness of S
rI |Ha , S

rI |Haϕξ
converges to 0. By the above relation again, we conclude S

rI |Hi
ξ Ñ 0. So S

rI |Hi
must be

preclosed.

Thus, to prove that S
rI and F

rI are preclosed on any dualized object Hi, it suffices to
show that any Hi can be embedded into Ha for some standard C�-Frobenius algebra
Q � pHa, µ, ιq. This is well-known. We review such construction below, and recall
some important properties that will be used in later sections.

First, assume Hk P ObjpRepdpAqq with dualizing data pHk, evk,kq. Then Q � pHk b

Hk, µ, ιq is a standard C�-Frobenius algebra, where

ι � coevk,k, µ � 1k b evk,k b 1k. (5.10)

Moreover, the dualizing data of Hk bHk defined as in Definition 3.5 is clearly pHk b

Hk, ι
�µq. Therefore, the reflection operator is just

ε � 1kbk.

Now assume that tHi : i P Eu is a finite set of distinct objects in RepdpAq, indexed
by E . Let pHi, evi,iq be the dualizing data of Hi. Assume Hk �

À
iPE Hi, and let the

morphism ϕi : Hi Ñ Hk be the inclusion. Fix a dualizing data pHk, evk,kq for Hk. Since
ϕj � pϕ�j q_ and hence evk,kpϕi b ϕjq � evk,kpϕ�jϕi b 1jq � δi,jevi,i, we clearly have

Hk �
à
iPE

Hi, evk,k �
¸
iPE

evi,ipϕ�i b ϕi
�q, (5.11)

because the right hand side of the second equation of (5.11) times pϕibϕjq also equals
δi,jevi,i. LetQ be the corresponding standardC�-Frobenius algebra for HkbHk defined
by (5.10). Then we have a unitary equivalence of A-representationsà

i,jPE
ψi,j :

à
i,jPE

Hi bHj
�ÝÑ Hk bHk (5.12)

where

ψi,j � ϕi b ϕj (5.13)
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is an isometry. We have

ψi,j � ψj,i. (5.14)

Moreover, using (5.10) and (5.11), we see that for each i, j, l,m P E ,

µpψi,j b ψl,mq � δj,l � ψi,mp1i b evj,j b 1mq, (5.15)

and hence

ι�µpψi,j b ψj,lq � δi,l � evibj,jbl. (5.16)

In the case that 0 P E , i.e., tHi : i P Eu contains H0. Notice that H0 � H0. Then for
each i, j P E , by identifying Hi with Hi bH0 and Hj with H0 bHj using the right and
left unitors respectively and noticing (5.15), we obtain an isometry

µpψi,0 b ψ0,jq � ψi,j : Hi bHj Ñ Hk bHk. (5.17)

Now, for any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq, we set Hk � H0

À
Hi. Recall H0 � H0. Then

Hk b Hk defines a standard C�-Frobenius algebra. By (5.12), Hi � Hi b H0 is a sub-
representation of Hk bHk. Thus we conclude:

Proposition 5.13. S
rI and F

rI are preclosed operators on any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq.
Remark 5.14. In the following, we will always let S

rI , FrI denote the closures of the
preclosed operators in (5.1). Then it is clear that Propositions 5.3, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and
Remark 5.11 still hold for S

rI , FrI . The original operators (without taking closures) will
be denoted by S

rI |HipIq, FrI |HipIq (whose domains are precisely HipIq).
We have a positive closed operator ∆

rI :� S�
rI
S
rI � F �

rI
F
rI definable on any object

Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq. (We will write ∆
rI as ∆I after showing that ∆

rI is independent
of the choice of argI .) So ∆

rI |Hi
is a positive closed operator on Hi. We call ∆

rI the
modular operator of E d. Note that by proposition 5.3, ∆

rI |Hi
does not rely on the

dualizing data of Hi. We define the categorical domain Dp∆
1
2

rI
q which associates to

each Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq the dense subspace Dp∆
1
2

rI
|Hi
q of Hi. Then Dp∆

1
2

rI
q � DpS

rIq �
DpF

rIq. We also have (categorical) polar decompositions

S
rI � J

rI � ∆
1
2

rI
, F

rI � ϑJ
rI � ∆

1
2

rI
(5.18)

where J
rI , when restricted to any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq, is an anti-unitary operator

J
rI |Hi

: Hi Ñ Hi.

We call J
rI the (left) modular conjugation of E d. (The right modular conjugation is ϑJ

rI

for the obvious reason.)
Our next goal is to use Proposition 5.9 to study the relations of modular operators

and conjugations on different dualized objects. To prepare for the proof, we recall that
two closed operators A and B on a Hilbert space H are said to commute strongly if
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the von Neumann algebras generated by A and by B commute.7 If A is bounded, then
A and B commute strongly if and only if

AB � BA, A�B � BA�. (5.19)

(Cf. for instance [Gui19, Sec. B.1].) We also recall the definition of strongly commuting
diagrams of closed operators introduced in [Gui21a].

Definition 5.15. Let P ,Q,R,S be Hilbert spaces, and A : P Ñ R, B : Q Ñ S, C : P Ñ
Q, D : R Ñ S be unbounded closed operators. By saying that the diagram of closed
operators

P CÝÝÝÑ Q

A

��� B

���
R DÝÝÝÑ S

(5.20)

commutes strongly, we mean the following: Let H � P ` Q `R ` S. Define closed
operators R, S on H with domains DpRq � DpAq`DpBq`R`S, DpSq � DpCq`Q`
DpDq ` S, such that

Rpξ ` η ` χ` ςq � 0 ` 0 ` Aξ `Bη p@ξ P DpAq, η P DpBq, χ P R, ς P Sq,
Spξ ` η ` χ` ςq � 0 ` Cξ ` 0 `Dχ p@ξ P DpCq, η P Q, χ P DpDq, ς P Sq.

(Such construction is called the extension from A,B to R, and from C,D to S.) Then R
and S commute strongly. In the case that A and B are preclosed antilinear operators,
we choose anti-unitary operators U1 on R and U2 on S. We say that (5.20) commutes
strongly if the following diagram of closed linear operators commutes strongly:

P CÝÝÝÑ Q

U1A

��� U2B

���
R U2DU

�1
1ÝÝÝÝÝÑ S

. (5.21)

This definition is independent of the choice of U1, U2.

Proposition 5.16. For any α P C, Hi,Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq, and G P HomApHi,Hjq, the
following equation holds when acting on Hi.

G � ∆α
rI
|Hi

� ∆α
rI
|Hj

�G, G � J
rI |Hi

� J
rI |Hj

�G. (5.22)

Moreover, if G is an isometry (i.e. G�G � 1i), then for each I P J ,

G � ∆
1
2

rI
|HipIq � ∆

1
2

rI
|HjpIq �G, G � ∆α

rI
|Hi

� ∆α
rI
|Hj

�G. (5.23)

Thus, in the case that G is an isometry, we conclude

G � S
rI |Hi

� S
rI |Hj

�G, G � F
rI |Hi

� F
rI |Hj

�G. (5.24)
7The von Neumann algebra generated by A is the one generated by U and all eitH where A � UH is

the polar decomposition of A.
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Proof. Recall Proposition 5.9. Since G� � G_ � G
�
, we also have G�S

rI |Hj
� S

rI |Hi
G
�
.

Therefore the following diagram of closed operators commute strongly.

Hi
GÝÝÝÑ Hj

S
rI

��� S
rI

���
Hi

GÝÝÝÑ Hj

. (5.25)

If we take the polar decomposition of the two vertical S
rI , then its phase and any power

of its absolute value commute strongly with the horizontal G and G, i.e., the following
diagrams commute strongly

Hi
GÝÝÝÑ Hj

∆α
rI

��� ∆α
rI

���
Hi

GÝÝÝÑ Hj

Hi
GÝÝÝÑ Hj

J
rI

��� J
rI

���
Hi

GÝÝÝÑ Hj

. (5.26)

This proves (5.22).
We already know G �∆α

rI
|Hi

� ∆α
rI
|Hj

�G. Similarly, we have G� �∆α
rI
|Hj

� ∆α
rI
|Hi

�G�.
Apply Gp�qG to both sides and set p � G�G, we obtain p � ∆α

rI
|Hj
G � G∆α

rI
|Hi

. So
the domain of ∆α

rI
|Hj
G (which equals the domain of p∆α

rI
|Hj
G) is inside the domain of

G∆α
rI
|Hi

. This proves the second relation of (5.23). A similar argument proves the first
of (5.23).

In the case that G is an isometry, the second relation of (2.1) has a more geometric
interpretation:

Corollary 5.17. Let Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq, and let Hi be an A-invariant subspace of Hj , which
is therefore an object of RepfpAq. Then

Dp∆α
rI
|Hi
q � Dp∆α

rI
|Hj

q XHi,

and for any ξ inside this vector space, we have

∆α
rI
|Hi

� ξ � ∆α
rI
|Hj

� ξ.
The dualizing data of Hi is irrelevant since the modular operator does not rely on

it.

Proof. Let G P HomApHi,Hjq be the inclusion, and apply the second relation of (5.23).

The following are some easy consequences of the Tomita-Takesaki theory [Tak02,
Chapter VI].

Proposition 5.18. The following are true when acting on any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq.
J2
rI
� 1. (5.27)

∆
rI 1 � ∆�1

rI
, ϑJ

rI 1 � J
rI . (5.28)

J
rI∆

1
2

rI
� ∆

� 1
2

rI
J
rI . (5.29)
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Recall that rI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI .

Proof. We know that Hi must be equivalent to a subobject of Ha whereQ � pHa, µ, ιq is
a standard C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq. We let pHa, ι

�µq be the dualizing data of
Ha. Then the reflection operator ε equals 1a. Let B and B1 be the non-local extensions
of A associated to Q (cf. Section 4). By Propositions 5.10 and 5.7, S

rI |Ha and F
rI 1 |Ha �

ϑaSrI 1 |Ha are respectively the S operators for BprIq and B1prI 1q associated to the cyclic
vector ιΩ. So, by the Tomita-Takesaki Theory for von-Neumann algebras, we have

J
rI |Ha � J�1

rI
|Ha and polar decomposition S

rI |Ha � J
rI |Ha∆

1
2

rI
|Ha � ∆

� 1
2

rI
|HaJrI |Ha (which

proves (5.27) and (5.29) on Ha), and we also have ϑaSrI 1 |Ha � ϑaJrI 1 |Ha∆
1
2

rI 1
|Ha . Since

BpIq and B1pI 1q are commutants of each other (Theorem 4.7), the S operator for B1pI 1q
(which is ϑaSrI 1 |Ha) is also the F operator for BprIq, which equals J

rI |Ha∆
� 1

2

rI
|Ha . So, the

uniqueness of polar decomposition implies (5.28) on Ha.
We have proved (5.27)-(5.29) on Ha. Let ϕ P HomApHi,Haq be an isometry. It is

now easy to prove these three on Hi using Proposition 5.16. For instance,

ϕ � J
rI |Hi

∆
1
2

rI
|Hi

� J
rI |Ha∆

1
2

rI
|Ha � ϕ � ∆

� 1
2

rI
|HaJrI |Ha � ϕ � ϕ � ∆

� 1
2

rI
|Hi

J
rI |Hi

.

This proves (5.29) on Hi. A similar argument proves (5.27) and (5.28) on Hi.

Corollary 5.19. For each rI P rJ and Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq, we have F
rI 1 |Hi

� pS
rI |Hi

q�.

Proof. We compute

S�
rI
� pJ

rI∆
1
2

rI
q� (5.27)ùùùù ∆

1
2

rI
J
rI

(5.29)ùùùù J
rI∆

� 1
2

rI

(5.28)ùùùù ϑJ
rI 1∆

1
2

rI 1
� F

rI 1 .

Remark 5.20. We close this section with a brief discussion of the relations between
∆
rI and Connes spatial derivatives [Con80]. Fix I P J . Choose a non-empty Hi P

ObjpRepdpAqq and let N � πi,I 1pApI 1qq. The (normalized) state on ApI 1q defined by
x�Ω|Ωy is transported through the isomorphism πi,I 1 to a state ϕ on N . Let M � N 1

be the commutant of N (acting on Hi). Then M can be described by the left repre-
sentation of Q � pHi b Hi, µ, ιq on Hi as follows: Let B be the non-local extension
associated to Q. Then any X P BprIq can be expressed as Apχ, rIq � µLpχ, rIq for some
χ P pHi bHiqpIq. We then define a representation of BprIq on Hi by defining the action
of Apχ, rIq on any ξ P Hi to be p1i b evi,iqLpχ, rIqξ. This representation is indeed faithful
(since BprIq is indeed a (type III) factor). Moreover, the image of BprIq under this rep-
resentation is exactly M. The state of BprIq defined by x�ιΩ|ιΩy is transported through
this representation to a state ψ of M. Then we actually have

∆
rI |Hi

� dψ

dϕ
. (5.30)

Note that ψ is in general not normalized: By the fact that ι � coevi,i we have ψp1q �
di where di is the quantum dimension of Hi, i.e. di10 � evi,icoevi,i where the ev and
coev are standard. We give another description of ψ: Let E : M Ñ πi,IpApIqq be the
minimal conditional expectation of the subfactor πi,IpApIqq � M. Transport the state
x�Ω|Ωy of ApIq to πi,IpApIqq and denote it by ψ0. Then the normalized state d�1

i ψ equals
ψ0 � E .
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6 Categorical and non-local Bisognano-Wichmann theo-
rems

Let r : z P S1 ÞÑ z � z�1 P S1 be the reflection, represented by
�

0 1
1 0



. (I.e.,

rpzq � 0z�1
1z�0

.) Then r � r�1, and g P PSUp1, 1q ÞÑ rgr P PSUp1, 1q is an automorphism
of PSUp1, 1q, and acts on S1 as gpzq � αz�β

βz�α
. Recall that any element in PSUp1, 1q takes

the form g �
�
α β

β α



where |α|2 � |β|2 � 1. Then we have rgr �

�
α β
β α



. We lift

this automorphism to �PSUp1, 1q and also denote it by rp�qr. For rI � pI, arg Iq P rJ , we
define rrI � prI, argrIq where argrIpzq � � argIpzq for any z P rI .

Define S1
� � ta � ib P S1 : b ¡ 0u to be the upper semi-circle. Define �S1

� such that
argS1

�

takes values in p0, πq. Then �S1
� :� r�S1

� is the lower semi-circle with arg values

in p�π, 0q. Note that �S1
� is the clockwise complement of �S1

�. We write ∆
�S1
�

,∆
�S1
�

, as

∆�,∆� respectively. We also define Θ � J
�S1
�

, called the PCT operator of E d, which is
an anti-unitary map from each Hi to its dual object Hi.

The action of Θ on Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq is written as Θ|Hi
as usual, or Θi for short.

Note that Θ is an involution by Proposition 5.18, i.e.,

Θi � Θ�1
i

for each Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq. Also, if g P �PSUp1, 1q and rI � g�S1
�, then by proposition

5.8,

J
rI � gΘg�1. (6.1)

The following noteworthy result follows from proposition 5.16, which says that con-
jugates of morphisms are implemented by the PCT operator.

Theorem 6.1. For any morphism G of objects in RepdpAq, we have

G � Θ �G � Θ.

Consider the rotation subgroup %ptq �
�
e

it
2 0

0 e
�it
2

�
and dilation subgroup δptq ��

cosh t
2

� sinh t
2

� sinh t
2

cosh t
2



of PSUp1, 1q. For each I P J , define δIptq � gδptqg�1 where

g P PSUp1, 1q and gS1
� � I . Then δI is well defined, and δptq � δS1

�
ptq. We lift % and δ to

one-parameter subgroups of �PSUp1, 1q and denote them by the same symbols.
Let Q � pHa, µ, ιq be a C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq, and let B,B1 be the pair

of non-local extensions of A associated to Q. The following result is well-known (cf.
[ALR01] theorem 2.1 or [LR04] proposition 3.2). We present the details of the proof for
the reader’s convenience.
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Lemma 6.2. Let D
rI and ΘQ be the modular operator and conjugation for Bp�S1

�q and the cyclic
separating vector ιΩ. Then zptq :� δIp2πtqDit

rI
is a one-parameter group of unitary operators

on Ha independent of rI , and ΘQgΘQ equals the action of rgr when acting on Ha.

Proof. Set A �
� �1 i

1 i



corresponding to the Cayley transform sending the (resp.

positive) real line to the unit (resp. upper semi-) circle. Its inverse is A�1 �� �1
2

1
2

� i
2

� i
2



. Let τ�ptq P PSUp1, 1q such that A�1τ�ptqA �

�
1 t
0 1



and A�1τ�ptqA ��

1 0
�t 1



. Then τ� and τ� are the one-parameter translation subgroups of PSUp1, 1q

associated to S1
� and S1

� respectively. τ� fixes 	1, and rotates the other points an-
ticlockwisely when t increases. It is well-known that these subgroups A�1τ�ptqA
generate PSL2pRq � A�1PSUp1, 1qA, and hence τ� generate PSUp1, 1q. Indeed, one

computes A�1%ptqA �
�

cospt{2q sinpt{2q
� sinpt{2q cospt{2q



and the dilation group δptq satisfies

A�1δptqA �
�
et{2 0
0 e�t{2



. Using these relations, one computes

%p4tq � τ�ptan tqτ�psin 2tqτ�ptan tq,
δp2tq � τ�p�etqτ�p1 � e�tqτ�p1qτ�p1 � etq.

This proves the claim since τ�, δ, % generate PSUp1, 1q by KAN decomposition [Lon08].
We also let τ� denote their lifts to �PSUp1, 1q. We claim that τ� generate �PSUp1, 1q.

Since the preimage of 1 P PSUp1, 1q under the covering map is %p2πZq, it suffices to
show %p2πq is inside the subgroup generated by τ�. This is true because the above
relation for %p4tq holds not just in PSUp1, 1q, but also in�PSUp1, 1q due to the uniqueness
of lifting whose initial value is 1 P�PSUp1, 1q.

We compute that for each s, t P R,

δp�2πsqτ�ptqδp2πsq � τ�pe	2πstq.
These relations hold in PSUp1, 1q. Consider these as one-parameter subgroups of the
variable t (and fixed s) and note that their lifts to �PSUp1, 1q are unique, we see that
these relations also hold in �PSUp1, 1q. Similarly, one checks that

rτ�ptqr � τ�p�tq.
By [BCL98, Cor.4.4], the generators of τ� are positive. (In the case that A is conformal
covariant, this also follows from [Wei06] Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.8.) For any t ¥ 0,
since τ�ptqp�S1

�q � �S1
�, by Theorem 4.7, we have Adτ�ptqpBp�S1

�qq � Bp�S1
�q. Then, by

Borchers’ theorem [Bor92, Thm. II.9], we obtain for any t P R (when acting on Ha) that

Dit
�gD

�it
� � δp�2πsqgδp2πsq, JQgJQ � rgr (6.2)

when g is in τ�. Similarly, since τ�ptqp�S1
�q � �S1

� when t ¤ 0, we conclude that (6.2)
holds when g P τ�. Thus, it holds for all g P�PSUp1, 1q.
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The first half of (6.2) shows that zptq :� δ
�S1
�

p2πtqDit
�S1
�

|Ha commutes with any g P�PSUp1, 1q. For each rI P rJ , choose g sending �S1
� to rI . Note that gD

�S1
�

g�1 � D
rI since

g preserves ιΩ and gBp�S1
�qg�1 � BprIq by Theorem 4.7. Thus, we conclude that zptq �

δIp2πtqDit
rI
|Ha . In particular, zptq is independent of rI . Apply the first half of (6.2) to

the case g � δp2πsq, we see that Dit
� commutes with δp2πsq. This proves that zptq is a

one-parameter group.

Theorem 6.3. Let Q � pHa, µ, ιq be a standard C�-Frobenius algebra in RepdpAq with re-
flection operator ε P HomApHa,Haq (see (5.8)). Ha is the dual object of Ha. Let B (and also
B1) be the non-local extension of A associated to Q. For any rI P rJ , ∆

rI |Ha (resp. ε�1Θ) is the
modular operator (resp. conjugation) for BprIq (resp. Bp�S1

�q) and the cyclic separating vector
ιΩ. Moreover, the following are true when acting on Ha.

(a) (Geometric modular theorem) For any t P R,

∆it
rI
� δIp�2πtq. (6.3)

(b) (PCT theorem) For any g P�PSUp1, 1q,
ε�1Θ � g � Θε � rgr (6.4)

ε�1Θ � BprIq � Θε � B1prrIq. (6.5)

Note that in equation (6.4), rgr is in �PSUp1, 1q and is acting on Ha.

Proof. By Proposition 5.10, the modular operator and conjugation for BprIq are ∆
rI |Ha

and ε�1J
rI |Ha respectively. Thus, Lemma 6.2 implies (6.4) and the fact that zptq :�

δIp2πtq∆it
rI

(acting on Ha) is a one-parameter group independent of rI . Thus δp2πtq∆it
� �

δ�p2πtq∆it
� where δ� � δS1

�
. By (5.28), we have ∆it

� � ∆�it
� . We also have δ�p2πtq �

%pπqδp2πtq%p�πq, which equals δp�2πtq by an easy calculation. Thus zptq � zp�tq,
which forces zptq to be 1. This proves the geometric modular theorem. By the non-
local Haag-duality (Theorem 4.7), B1p�S1

�q is the commutant of Bp�S1
�q. Thus, by Tomita-

Takesaki theorem, (6.5) holds in the special case that rI � �S1
�. The general case follows

from the special case, the Möbius covariance of B, and equation (6.4).

Theorem 6.4. For any rI P rJ , the following are true when acting on any Hj P ObjpRepdpAqq.
(a) (Geometric modular theorem) For any t P R,

∆it
rI
� δIp�2πtq. (6.6)

(b) (PCT theorem) For any g P�PSUp1, 1q,
Θ � g � Θ � rgr. (6.7)

Moreover, for any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq and ξ P HipIq, we have

Θ �HipIq � HiprIq, (6.8)

Θ � Lpξ, rIq � Θ � RpΘξ, rrIq. (6.9)
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Proof. Let Q � pHa, µ, ιq where Ha � Hk bHk and Hk � H0 `Hj . (See the discussions
starting from (5.10), especially the choice of dualizing data.) Since ε � 1, (6.6) and
(6.7) hold on Ha by Theorem 6.3. Note that Θa is an involution on Ha (since Ha is the
canonical dual object of Ha). ψj,0 : Hj � Hj,0 Ñ Ha (defined by (5.13)) is an isometry,
whose conjugate is ψ0,j by (5.14). Since morphisms intertwine the actions of �PSUp1, 1q
([GL96, Prop. 2.2] and Lemma B.1), by Proposition 5.16,

ψj,0ΘjgΘj � Θaψ0,jgΘj � ΘagΘaψj,0 � prgrqψj,0 � ψj,0prgrq,

which proves (6.7) on Hj . (6.6) on Hj can be proved in a similar way.
Now we take Hk � H0 `Hi`Hj and define Q � pHa, µ, ιq in the same way. Again,

we use freely the notations starting from (5.10). Identify Hi with Hi b H0 using the
right unitor. Choose any ξ P HipIq. Recall the definition of A,B in Section 4. Then

ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqΘaιΩ � ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqιΩ (4.4)ùùùù Θaψi,0ξ � ψ0,iΘiξ.

By the non-local PCT theorem, ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqΘ is inside B1prrIq. So there exists η P
HaprrIq such that ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqΘa � Bpη, rrIq. Again, by (4.4), we must have η � ψ0,iΘiξ.
Therefore Θiξ � ψ�

0,i
η P ψ�

0,i
HaprIq � HiprIq. This proves Θ �HipIq � HiprIq. Similarly,

Θ �HiprIq � HipIq. Thus we have proved (6.8).
We have proved that ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqΘa � Bpψ0,iΘiξ, rrIq. Let both sides act on ψj,0.

The left hand side is

ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqΘaψj,0 � ΘaApψi,0ξ, rIqψ0,jΘj � ΘaµLpψi,0ξ, rIqψ0,jΘj

(2.8)ùùùùΘaµpψi,0 b ψ0,jqLpξ, rIqΘj
(5.17)ùùùù Θaψi,jLpξ, rIqΘj

(5.14)ùùùù ψj,iΘibjLpξ, rIqΘj,

which equals the right hand side (acting on Hj)

Bpψ0,iΘiξ, rrIqψj,0 � µRpψ0,iΘiξ, rrIqψj,0 (2.8)ùùùù µpψj,0 b ψ0,iqRpΘiξ, rrIq
(5.17)ùùùùψj,iRpΘiξ, rrIq.

Equation (6.9) is now proved.

Convention 6.5. By (6.6), ∆
rI depends only on I but not on argI . Thus we will write

∆
rI as ∆I in the future.

Corollary 6.6 ([GL96] Thm.2.11). For any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq, I P J , and x P ApIq, we
have

Θπi,IpxqΘ � πi,rIpΘxΘq. (6.10)

Notice that ΘxΘ P AprIq by the PCT theorem for A.

Proof. Choose an argI . Then, by (2.6), we have πi,Ipxq � LpxΩ, rIq|Hi
and πi,rIpΘxΘq �

RpΘxΘΩ, rrIq|Hi
� RpΘxΩ, rrIq|Hi

. We may now apply (6.9) to prove the desired equa-
tion.
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Remark 6.7. The above corollary gives an explicit construction of dual representation
of any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq. Namely, we choose any seperable Hilbert space Hi, and
choose an arbitrary anti-unitary map A : Hi Ñ Hi. Define a representation πi of A on
Hi such that for any I P J and x P ApIq,

πi,Ipxq � A � πi,rIpΘxΘq � A�1. (6.11)

Then pHi, πiq is equivalent to the a dual object of pHi, πiq.
The conformal spin-statistics theorem is also an easy consequence of the categorical

PCT theorem:

Theorem 6.8 ([GL96] Thm. 3.13, [Jörß96] Sect. 4.1). On any Hi P ObjpRepdpAqq we have

ϑ � %p2πq. (6.12)

Proof. By (5.28) we have Θ � J
�S1
�

� ϑJ
�S1
�

. So J
�S1
�

� ϑ�1Θ. Since �S1
� � %p�πq�S1

�, by

proposition 5.8 we also have S
�S1
�

� %p�πqS
�S1
�

%pπq, and hence J
�S1
�

� %p�πqΘ%pπq. So

ϑ�1Θ � %p�πqΘ%pπq. By the categorical PCT theorem, Θ%ptq � pr%ptqrqΘ � %p�tqΘ.
Therefore ϑ�1Θ � %p�2πqΘ and hence ϑ � %p2πq.

We now want to generalize theorem 6.3 to any (non-necessarily standard) C�-
Frobenius algebra Q � pHa, µ, ιq in RepdpAq. Again, we choose a dualizing data
pHa, eva,aq for Ha. (Recall that eva,a, eva,a are standard.) There is a unique invertible
ε P HomApHa,Haq, also called (left) reflection operator, such that

eva,apεb 1aq � ι�µ. (6.13)

By the uniqueness of standard evaluations up to unitaries, it is clear that Q is standard
if and only if ε is unitary.

Lemma 6.9. We have

ε_ � pε�1q� and hence ε�1 � ε. (6.14)

Proof. The adjoint of (6.13) is pε�b 1aqcoeva,a � µ�ι. (6.13) also implies eva,ap1ab ε_q �
ι�µ. By the Frobenius relation and the unit property of Q, we have

pι�µb 1aqp1a b µ�ιq � pι� b 1aqp1a b µqpµ� b 1aqp1a b ιq � pι� b 1aqµ�µp1a b ιq � 1a.

Thus peva,ap1a b ε_q b 1aqp1a b pε� b 1aqcoeva,aq must be 1a. But

peva,ap1a b ε_q b 1aqp1a b pε� b 1aqcoeva,aq � peva,a b 1aqp1a b ε_ε� b 1aqp1a b coeva,aq
�peva,a b 1aqppε_ε�q_ b 1a b 1aqp1a b coeva,aq � pε_ε�q_.
So we must have ε_ � pε�1q�, and hence ε�1 � pε_q� � ε.

From this, one easily sees that coeva,a � pε_ b 1aqµ�ι and coeva,a � p1a b εqµ�ι.
Using these two equations, the following can be proved in essentially the same way as
proposition 5.10.
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Proposition 6.10. ε�1S
rI |Ha and ε�F

rI |Ha are respectively the S operators of BprIq and B1prIq
with respect to ιΩ.

Proof. In Proposition 5.10, we assumed Q is standard, and used coeva,a � pε b 1aqµ�ι
(see the second paragraph of the proof) to show ε�1F

rI |Ha is the S operator for B1pIq. In
the current general case, since we have coeva,a � pε_ b 1aqµ�ι, we apply the proof of
Proposition 5.10 verbatim, except that we replace ε by ε_. So ε�1 is replaced by pε_q�1,
which equals ε� by (6.14). This proves ε�F

rI |Ha is the S operator for B1prIq.
Similarly, one may use coeva,a � p1a b εqµ�ι to show ε�1S

rI |Ha is the S operator for
BpIq. Alternatively, we know that ε�F

rI 1 |Ha is the S operator of B1prI 1q � BprIq1 (recall
non-local Haag duality in Theorem 4.7), thus it is the F operator of BprIq. It’s adjoint
should be the S operator of BprIq. We use Corollary 5.19 and Proposition 5.9 to compute
this adjoint:

pε�F
rI 1 |Haq� � S

rI |Ha
� ε � εS

rI |Ha � ε�1S
rI |Ha .

Hence we have:

Proposition 6.11. The modular conjugations and operators of BprIq and B1prIq with respect to
ιΩ are described by the following polar decompositions:

ε�1S
rI

��
Ha

� �J
rIεpε�εq�

1
2

� � �∆ 1
2
I pε�εq

1
2

����
Ha

, (6.15)

ε�F
rI

���
Ha

� �ϑJ
rIε
_pε�εq 1

2

� � �∆ 1
2
I pε�εq�

1
2

����
Ha

. (6.16)

Proof. Recall the polar decompositions (5.18). By proposition 5.16, ∆I commutes with

any homomorphism, and we have ε�1J
rI∆

1
2
I � J

rIε
�1∆

1
2
I � J

rIε∆
1
2
I . This proves (6.15).

Similarly we have ε�ϑJ
rI∆

1
2
I � ϑJ

rIε
�∆

1
2
I � ϑJ

rIε
_∆

1
2
I . In addition, using (6.14) we have

pε_q�ε_ � ε�1ε_ � ε�1pε�q�1 � pε�εq�1. (6.17)

This proves the polar decomposition (6.16).

We now prove the following modified Bisognano-Wichmann theorem.

Theorem 6.12. Let Q � pHa, µ, ιq be a (non-necessarily standard) C�-Frobenius algebra in
RepdpAq, let B and B1 be the associated non-local extensions of A, and let ε be the reflection
operator (see (6.13)). Choose any rI P rJ . The following are true when acting on Ha.

(a) (Modified geometric modular theorem) Let D
rI and D1

rI
be respectively the modular op-

erators of BprIq and B1prIq with respect to ιΩ. Then for any t P R,

Dit
rI
� pε�εqitδIp�2πtq, pD1

rI
qit � pε�εq�itδIp�2πtq. (6.18)

(b) (PCT theorem) Let ΘQ � �J
�S1
�

εpε�εq� 1
2

���
Ha

be the modular conjugation of Bp�S1
�q with

respect to ιΩ. Then for any g P�PSUp1, 1q,
ΘQ � g � ΘQ � rgr (6.19)

ΘQ � BprIq � ΘQ � B1prrIq. (6.20)
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Proof. The proof of PCT theorem is exactly the same as in the standard case (Theorem

6.3), which uses Lemma 6.2. By proposition 6.11, we have D
1
2

rI
� �∆ 1

2
I pε�εq

1
2

����
Ha

and

pD1
rI
q 1
2 � �∆ 1

2
I pε�εq�

1
2

����
Ha

. Thus, equations (6.18) follow directly from (6.3).

Corollary 6.13. For the non-local extension B obtained by a C�-Frobenius algebra Q in
RepdpAq, the standard geometric modular theorem (6.3) holds if and only if Q is standard.

Proof. Q is standard if and only if the invertible homomorphism ε is unitary, if and
only if ε�ε � 1a.

7 Unbounded field operators in rigid categorical exten-
sions

In this section, we discuss the relation between the domain of ∆
1
2
I and the pre-

closedness of certain unbounded operators in E f . Since the modular conjugations do
not rely on dualizing data, we work with dualizable objects instead of dualized ones.
Recall that E f is the categorical extension associated to the braided C�-tensor category
RepfpAq of dualizable Möbius covariant representations of A. (Cf. Section 3.)

First, we recall the following well-known fact (cf. [Tak02] section VI.1). A proof is
included for the reader’s convenience.

Proposition 7.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H with commutant
M1, and let Ω be a cyclic separating vector of M. Let ∆, J be the modular operator and
conjugation of pM,Ωq, and set S � J∆

1
2 . For any ξ P H, define an unbounded operator L pξq

with domain M1Ω such that L pξqyΩ � yξ for any y P M1. Then the following two conditions
are equivalent.

(a) Ω P DpL pξq�q.
(b) ξ P Dp∆ 1

2 q.
If either (a) or (b) is true, then L pξq is preclosed, and Sξ � L pξq�Ω.

Proof. Let J be the modular conjugation. Recall that S :� J∆
1
2 has core MΩ, F � S� �

J∆� 1
2 has core M1Ω, and SxΩ � x�Ω, FyΩ � y�Ω for any x P M, y P M1.

First, we assume that (a) is true. Then, for any y P M1, we compute

xS�yΩ|ξy � xy�Ω|ξy � xΩ|yξy � xΩ|L pξqyΩy � xL pξq�Ω|yΩy,

which shows that ξ P DpSq � Dp∆ 1
2 q and Sξ � L pξq�Ω.

Next, assume that (b) is true. Choose any y1, y2 P M1. Then

xL pSξqy1Ω|y2Ωy � xy1Sξ|y2Ωy � xSξ|y�1y2Ωy � xFy�1y2Ω|ξy � xy�2y1Ω|ξy
�xy1Ω|y2ξy � xy1Ω|L pξqy2Ωy,

which shows L pSξq � L pξq�. Thus Ω P DpL pSξqq � DpL pξq�q, and Sξ � L pSξqΩ �
L pξq�Ω. Since L pSξq has dense domain, so does L pξq�. Therefore L pξq is preclosed.
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We would like to generalize the above proposition to E f . For any rI P rJ , recall
that rI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI . We define 8rI P rJ such that p8rIq1 � rI , and
call 8rI the anticlockwise complement of rI . Choose Hi P ObjpReppAqq. (We do not
assume Hi to be dualizable.) For any ξ P Hi, we let L pξ, rIq (resp. Rpξ, rIq) act on any
Hj P ObjpReppAqq as an unbounded operator Hj Ñ Hi b Hj (resp. Hj Ñ Hj b Hi)
with domain HjpI 1q such that for any η P HjpI 1q,

L pξ, rIqη � Rpη, rI 1qξ, resp. Rpξ, rIqη � Lpη, 8rIqξ. (7.1)

It is clear that Ω is inside the domains of L pξ, rIq|H0 and Rpξ, rIq|H0 , and the state-field
correspondence

L pξ, rIqΩ � Rpξ, rIqΩ � ξ (7.2)

is satisfied. We also have that

L pξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 , (7.3)

and that they depend only on I but not on the choice of argI . Indeed, both operators
send any yΩ P ApI 1qΩ to yξ.

The following is obvious.

Lemma 7.2. Choose Hi,Hj,Hk,Hl P ObjpReppAqq and ξ P Hi. If G P HomApHi,Hjq and
K P HomApHk,Hlq, then for each η P HkpI 1q,

L pGξ, rIqKη � pGbKqL pξ, rIqη, (7.4)

RpGξ, rIqKη � pK bGqRpξ, rIqη (7.5)

Proof. Note that Kη P HlpI 1q. We have

L pGξ, rIqKη � RpKη, rI 1qGξ (2.8)ùùùù pGbKqRpη, rI 1qξ � pGbKqL pξ, rIqη.
This proves the first relation. A similar argument proves the second one.

Definition 7.3. For any Hi P ObjpReppAqq and I P J , Hpr
i pIq is the set of all ξ P Hi such

that L pξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 is preclosed. It is clear that HipIq � Hpr
i pIq.

It turns out that for any ξ P Hpr
i pIq, L pξ, rIq is preclosed on any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.

To prove this, we first need a lemma.

Lemma 7.4. Let Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq, rI, rJ P rJ , and assume that rJ is clockwise to rI . If
ξ P Hi, ξ0 P DppL pξ, rIq|H0q�q, and η, η0 P HjpJq, then

xL pξ, rIqη|Rpη0, rJqξ0y � xRpη0, rJq�η|L pξ, rIq�ξ0y. (7.6)

Proof. Choose ξ, ξ0, η, η0 as in the lemma. Recall that by proposition 2.3, we have
Rpη0, rJq�η P H0pJq and

RpRpη0, rJq�η, rI 1q|Hi
� RpRpη0, rJq�η, rJq|Hi

� Rpη0, rJq�Rpη, rJq|Hi
.
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Thus

xL pξ, rIqη|Rpη0, rJqξ0y � xRpη, rJqξ|Rpη0, rJqξ0y � xRpη0, rJq�Rpη, rJqξ|ξ0y
�xRpRpη0, rJq�η, rI 1qξ|ξ0y � xL pξ, rIqRpη0, rJq�η|ξ0y � xRpη0, rJq�η|L pξ, rIq�ξ0y.

Theorem 7.5. Choose any Hi P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , and ξ P Hpr
i pIq. Then L pξ, rIq|Hj

and
Rpξ, rIq|Hj

are preclosed for any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.

Proof. Let rJ � rI 1. Assume that ηn is a sequence of vectors in HjpJq converging to 0 such
that L pξ, rIqηn converges to χ P Hi bHj . We shall show that χ � 0. Since L pξ, rIq|H0 is
preclosed, W :� DppL pξ, rIq|H0q�q is a dense subspace of Hi. Since Rpη0, rJq is bounded
for any η0 P HjpJq, we conclude that RpHjpJq, rJqW is dense in RpHjpJq, rJqHi which
spans a dense subspace of Hi b Hj by the density axiom of E . Therefore, it suffices
to show that xχ|Rpη0, rJqξ0y � 0 for any ξ0 P W and η0 P HjpJq. We notice that
xχ|Rpη0, rJqξ0y is the limit of

xL pξ, rIqηn|Rpη0, rJqξ0y (7.6)ùùùù xRpη0, rJq�ηn|L pξ, rIq�ξ0y,

which converges to 0 since Rpη0, rJq is bounded. This proves that L pξ, rIq|Hj
is pre-

cloded. As for Rpξ, rIq|Hj
, the argument is similar.

We need two lemmas before we prove the main result of this section.

Lemma 7.6. Let A,B be densely defined unbounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H
with common domain DpAq � DpBq � D . Assume that the ranges of A and B are mutually
orthogonal, and that there exist mutually orthogonal projections p, q on H satisfying

A � Ap, B � Bq.

Then A�B is preclosed if and only if both A and B are so.

Proof. First, assume A,B are preclosed. Let e, f be the projections of H onto the ranges
of A,B respectively. Choose ξn P D converging to 0 such that pA � Bqξn converges.
Then Aξn � eAξn � eBξn, which converges. Since A is preclosed, Aξn Ñ 0. Similarly,
Bξn Ñ 0. So pA�Bqξn Ñ 0.

Now, assume A � B is preclosed. Choose ξn P D converging to 0 such that Aξn
converges. Since A � Ap, we have pξn P pD � D , and Apξn � Aξn. Similarly, qpξn P D
and Bqpξn � Bpξn. But pq � 0. So Bpξn � 0. So Aξn � pA � Bqpξn, which we know
converges. Since A � B is preclosed and pξn Ñ 0, we must have pA � Bqpξn Ñ 0. So
Aξn Ñ 0. So A is preclosed. Similarly, B is also preclosed.

Lemma 7.7. Let Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpRepfpAqq and ξ P Hi. Suppose that ϕ P HomApHj,Hkq
is an isometry. Then L pξ, rIq|HjpI 1q (resp. Rpξ, rIq|HjpI 1q) is preclosed if and only if
L pξ, rIq|HjpI 1q � ϕ�|HkpI 1q (resp. Rpξ, rIq|HjpI 1q � ϕ�|HkpI 1q) is so.
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Proof. We prove this for L . It is an easy exercise that a preclosed operator multiplied
by a bounded operator from the right is preclosed. Thus, the “only if” part follows
immediately. The “if” part follows from that L pξ, rIq|HjpI 1q equals L pξ, rIq|HjpI 1q�ϕ�|HkpI 1q

times ϕ|HjpI 1q.

We now relate the preclosedness of L pξ, rIq with the domain of ∆
1
2
I .

Theorem 7.8. Let Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq and rI P rJ . Choose an arbitrary dual object Hi

and standard evi,i, evi,i with adjoints coevi,i, coevi,i. Then for any ξ P Hi, the following are
equivalent:

(a) Ω is in the domain of L pξ, rIq�coevi,i.
(a’) Ω is in the domain of Rpξ, rIq�coevi,i.

(b) ξ is in the domain of ∆
1
2
I |Hi

.
If any of them is true, then ξ P Hpr

i pIq, and

S
rIξ � L pξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, F

rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ. (7.7)

Proof. We consider dualized objects. In particular, we let pHi, evi,iq be the dualizing
data for Hi. Choose any ξ P Hi. Let Hk � H0 ` Hi, let Ha � Hk b Hk, and consider
the standard C�-Frobenius algebra Q � pHa, µ, ιq. (See the discussions starting from
(5.10).) Let B,B1 be the associated non-local extensions of A. Identify Hi with Hi bH0

using the right unitor. Then ψi,0 : Hi � Hi bH0 Ñ Ha defined in (5.13) is an isometry.
Let M � BprIq. Since ψi,0ξ P Ha, we can define an unbounded operator L Qpψi,0ξq on
Ha with domain M1ιΩ such that L Qpψi,0ξqyιΩ � yψ0,iξ for any y P M1 � B1prI 1q.

Step 1. We first shown that ξ P Hpr
i pIq is equivalent to that L Qpψi,0ξq is preclosed.

Note that M1ιΩ � HapI 1q by (4.6), and that elements in M1 are of the form Bpη, rI 1q �
µRpη, rI 1q|Ha where η P HapI 1q. We compute that for any η P HapI 1q,

L Qpψi,0ξqη (4.4)ùùùù L Qpψi,0ξqBpη, rI 1qιΩ � Bpη, rI 1qψi,0ξ � µRpη, rI 1qψi,0ξ
�µL pψi,0ξ, rIqη (7.4)ùùùù µpψi,0 b 1aqL pξ, rIqη,

which shows

L Qpψi,0ξq � µpψi,0 b 1aqL pξ, rIq|HapI 1q (7.8)

with common domain HapI 1q.
Since 1a �

°
s,tPt0,iu ψs,tψ

�
s,t

where each ψs,tψ�
s,t

is the projection of Ha onto a subrep-
resentation equivalent to Hs bHt, we have

L Qpψi,0ξq �
¸

s,tPt0,iu

µpψi,0 b ψs,tqp1i b ψ�
s,tqL pξ, rIq|HapI 1q

(7.4)ùùùù
¸

s,tPt0,iu

µpψi,0 b ψs,tqL pξ, rIqψ�
s,t|HapI 1q.

By (5.15), we have

L Qpψi,0ξq � ψi,0L pξ, rIqψ�
0,0|HapI 1q � ψi,iL pξ, rIqψ�

0,i
|HapI 1q. (7.9)
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Apply Lemma 7.6 by choosing D � HapI 1q, p � ψ0,0ψ
�
0,0, and q � ψ0,iψ

�
0,i

. We see that
L Qpψi,0ξq is preclosed if and only if the two terms on the right hand side of (7.9) are
both preclosed. The latter condition is, by Lemma 7.7 and Theorem 7.5, equivalent to
that L pξ, rIq|H0pI 1q is preclosed, i.e., that ξ P Hpr

i pIq.
Step 2. We now show that the (a) of this theorem is equivalent to that of Proposition

7.1, namely, that ιΩ is in the domain of L Qpψi,0ξq�. We have

ψ�
i,i
ιΩ

(5.15)ùùùù pψi,0 b ψ0,iq�µ�ιΩ
(5.16)ùùùù coevib0,0biΩ � coevi,iΩ, (7.10)

and similarly

ψ�
i,0ιΩ

(5.15)ùùùù pψi,0 b ψ0,0q�µ�ιΩ (5.16)ùùùù 0. (7.11)

Thus, by (7.9), that ιΩ is in the domain of L Qpψi,0ξq� is equivalent to that coevi,iΩ is in
the domain of pL pξ, rIqψ�

0,i
|HapI 1qq�. This is true if and only if the function

η P HapI 1q ÞÑ xL pξ, rIqψ�
0,i
η|coevi,iΩy

is continuous. Using (2.1), it is easy to see that the above is equivalent to the continuity
of

η P HipI 1q ÞÑ xL pξ, rIqη|coevi,iΩy,
which is precisely (a) of our theorem.

Step 3. By Proposition 5.10, the modular operator for BpIq and ιΩ is ∆I |Ha . The
vector ψi,0ξ is inside the domain of ∆I

1
2 |Ha if and only if ξ is in the domain of ∆I

1
2 |Hi

,
since we have ψi,0∆I

1
2 |Hi

� ∆I

1
2 |Haψi,0 due to Proposition 5.16. Thus, by Proposition

7.1, we see that (a), (b), and ξ P Hpr
i pIq are equivalent. Moreover, if they are true, then

by the last statement of Proposition 7.1, (recall Proposition 5.10 and note ε � 1) we
have

S
rI |Haψi,0ξ � L Qpψi,0ξq�ιΩ,

which by (7.9), (7.10), (7.11) equals

ψ0,iL pξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ.

Since ψi,0 � ψ0,i and hence ψ0,iSrI |Hi
ξ � S

rI |Haψi,0ξ, we obtain S
rIξ � L pξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ.

To prove the equivalence of (a’) and (b) and the second equation of (7.7), construct
Q � pHkbHk, µ, ιq where Hk � H0`Hi, and use similar arguments by choosing M �
B1prIq and considering RQpψ0,iξq defined by sending each yιΩ P M1ιΩ to yψ0,iξ.

A Connes categorical extensions

In this appendix section, we sketch the constuction of categorical extensions via
Connes fusion. Details can be found in [Gui21a]. We do not assume the representa-
tions to be dualizable in this section.
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Recall that we set HipIq � HomApI 1qpH0,HiqΩ. For any ξ P HipIq, we define Zpξ, rIq
to be the unique element in HomApI 1qpH0,Hiq satisfying ξ � Zpξ, rIqΩ. If J is disjoint
from I , we define a (degenerate) inner product x�|�y (antilinear on the second variable)
on the algebraic tensor product HipIq b HjpJq such that for any ξ1, ξ2 P HipIq and
η1, η2 P HjpJq,

xξ1 b η1|ξ2 b η2y � xZpη2, Jq�Zpη1, JqZpξ2, Iq�Zpξ1, IqΩ|Ωy. (A.1)

This is nothing but the formula of Connes relative tensor product. We let HipIqbHjpJq
be the Hilbert space completion of HipIq bHjpJq under this inner product. Note that
ApIq and ApJq can naturally act on HipIq b HjpJq by acting on the first resp. second
component of the tensor product.

If I0 � I and J0 � J , then HipI0q and HjpJ0q are dense in HipIq and HjpJq. Note
that HipI0q b HjpJ0q is also dense in HipIq b HjpJq under the above inner product.
(Indeed, HipIqbHjpJ0q is dense in HipIqbHjpJq since the Z operators associated to the
vectors of HipIq are bounded. Likewise, HipI0qbHjpJ0q is also dense in HipIqbHjpJ0q
since the Z operators associated to the vectors of HjpJ0q are bounded.) Thus we have a
natural unitary map HipI0qbHjpJ0q �ÝÑ HipIqbHjpJq induced by inclusion of intervals.
Its adjoint HipIq b HjpJq �ÝÑ HipI0q b HjpJ0q is the natural unitary map induced by
restriction of intervals. Both maps commute with the actions of ApI0q and ApJ0q.

Let I1, I2 be disjoint respectively from J1, J2. First, assume that these two pairs of
intervals ”overlap properly”, which means that I1 X I2, J1 X J2 P J . Then

HipI1qbHjpJ1q �ÝÑ HipI1 X I2qbHjpJ1 X J2q �ÝÑ HipI2qbHjpJ2q (A.2)

defines a natural unitary map HipI1qbHjpJ1q �ÝÑ HipI2qbHjpJ2q. In general, we need
to choose a path γ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf2pS1q, where Conf2pS1q � tpz, wq P S1 : z � wu. We
assume that γp0q P I1 � J1 and γp1q P I2 � J2. Then we can define a natural unitary
map γ : HipI1qbHjpJ1q �ÝÑ HipI2qbHjpJ2q by covering γ by a chain of pairs of open
intervals pK1, L1q, . . . pKn, Lnq, such that K1 � I1, L1 � J1, Kn � I2, Ln � J2, and that
for each l � 1, 2, . . . , n, pKl�1, Ll�1q and pKl, Klq overlap properly. Then we can use
a chain of unitary maps induced by restriction and inclusion of intervals (as in (A.2))
to define γ. We say that γ is the path continuation induced by γ. If we have paths
γ1, γ2, then pγ1 � γ2q � γ1γ


2 . Moreover, γ depends only on the homotopy class of

γ. Then we can transport the actions of ApI1q,ApJ1q from HipI1q bHjpI1q to HipI2q b
HjpI2q through the map γ. Indeed, the result of transportation is independent of the
choice of γ. It turns out that we have a well defined action of A on any Connes fusion
HipIqbHjpJq so that it restricts to the standard actions of ApIq,ApJq on HipIqbHjpJq,
and that the actions of A commute with all path continuations. Thus HipIq b HjpJq
becomes a representation of A, and the path continuations are unitary isomorphisms
of A-modules.

In the construction of the tensor category ReppAq, we let HibHj be HipS1
�qbHjpS1

�q,
where S1

�,S1
� P J are respectively the upper and lower semi-circle. Choose argS1

�

(resp.

argS1
�

) to be the one whose values are inside p0, πq (resp. p�π, 0q). This defines �S1
� and�S1

�. Now, for each rI � pI, argIq P rJ and ξ P HipIq, we describe the operator Lpξ, rIq.
Recall that rI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI , which means that I 1 is (the interior
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of) the complement of I , and rI 1 is clockwise to rI . We write rI 1 � pI 1, argI 1q. The action
Zpξ, Iq : η P HjpI 1q ÞÑ ξ b η P HipIqbHjpI 1q is a bounded operator which intertwines
the actions of ApI 1q. Thus Zpξ, Iq P HomApI 1qpHj,HipIq b HjpI 1qq. We now choose a
path γ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf2pS1q from I � I 1 to S1

� � S1
� such that the arguments of rI and rI 1

are changing continuously to those of �S1
� and �S1

� respectively along γ. Then for each
η P Hj , Lpξ, rIqη is defined to be

Lpξ, rIqη � γZpξ, Iqη P Hi bHj. (A.3)

Define a path ρ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf2pS1q from S1
��S1

� to S1
��S1

� by ρptq � peiπp 12�tq, eiπp� 1
2
�tqq.

Then

ρ : Hi bHj � HipS1
�qbHjpS1

�q Ñ HipS1
�qbHjpS1

�q � Hj bHi (A.4)

is the braiding ßi,j . We define Rpξ, rIqη � ßi,jLpξ, rIqη. That these operators define a
categorical extension E � pA,ReppAq,b,Hq of A (called Connes categorical extension)
was proved in [Gui21a].

B Möbius covariance of categorical extensions

Let E f � pA,RepfpAq,b,Hq be the rigid (vector-labeled and closed) categorical
extension of the Möbius covariant net A as in Section 3. Recall that we assume objects
in RepfpAq (which are dualizable) to be Möbius covariant, which means there is a
strongly continuous unitary representation Ui of �PSUp1, 1q on Hi such that (1.2) holds.
(Recall that such representation is unique by [GL96].) In this section we prove theorem
3.2, namely, that the fusion of two Möbius covariant representations is also Möbius
covariant, and that E f is Möbius covariant. We remark that the arguments in this
section can also be used to show that E is conformal covariant when A is so; see the
end of the section.

We first notice the following easy fact:

Lemma B.1. Any morphism in RepfpAq commutes with the actions of �PSUp1, 1q.
Proof. Let Hi,Hj P RepfpAq and G P HomApHi,Hjq. Let Hk � Hi ` Hj . Then the
unique representation Uk of �PSUp1, 1q on Hk is described by Ukpgq � diagpUipgq, Ujpgqq
for any g P �PSUp1, 1q. We regard G as an endomorphism of Hk by acting trivially
on Hj . Then it suffices to show that any endomorphism of Hk commutes with the
action of �PSUp1, 1q on Hk. By linearity, it suffices to prove this for any unitary V P
EndApHkq. Then, by the uniqueness of the representation of �PSUp1, 1q on Hk, we have
Ukpgq � V UkpgqV � for any g P �PSUp1, 1q. Therefore V commutes with the action of�PSUp1, 1q.

Choose any Hj P ObjpRepfpAqq, rI P rJ , and define a unitary representation V
rI of�PSUp1, 1q on Hi bHj by setting

V
rIpgqLpξ, rIqη � Lpgξ, grIqgη (B.1)
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for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpI 1q, g P �PSUp1, 1q. Note that we have gHipIq � HipgIq since,
by (1.2), we have gHomApI 1qpH0,Hiqg�1 � HomApgI 1qpH0,Hiq. Thus we have

Lpgξ, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1

when acting on H0. Now, we choose any ξ1, ξ2 P HipIq, η1, η2 P HjpI 1q, and use the
locality of E f and the fact that gΩ � Ω to compute that

xLpgξ1, grIqgη1|Lpgξ2, grIqgη2y � xLpgξ1, grIqRpgη1, grI 1qΩ|Lpgξ2, grIqRpgη2, grI 1qΩy
�xLpgξ2, grIq�Lpgξ1, grIqΩ|Rpgη1, grI 1q�Rpgη2, grI 1qΩy
�xgLpξ2, rIq�Lpξ1, rIqΩ|gRpη1, rI 1q�Rpη2, rI 1qΩy � xLpξ2, rIq�Lpξ1, rIqΩ|Rpη1, rI 1q�Rpη2, rI 1qΩy
�xLpξ1, rIqη1|Lpξ2, rIqη2y. (B.2)

This proves the well-definedness and the unitarity of V
rIpgq.

Notice that V
rI is independent of rI , namely, V

rI � V
rI0

when rI, rI0 P rJ . Indeed,
it suffices to check this when rI0 � rI . In that case, the actions of V

rIpgq and V
rI0
pgq

on LpHipI0q, rIqHjpI 1q are clearly the same. So they must be equal. We write V
rI as V

for short. From our definition (B.1), it is clear that V pghq � V pgqV phq for any g, h P�PSUp1, 1q. Thus V is a representation of �PSUp1, 1q.
We choose rI0 � rI such that I0 �� I . To check the continuity of the representa-

tion V , we need to show that for any sequence of elements gn in �PSUp1, 1q converging
to 1, Lpgnξ, gnrI0qgnη converges to Lpξ, rI0qη for any ξ P HipI0q and η P Hj . Assume
without loss of generality that gnI0 � I for any n. Since gnη converges to η, it suf-
fices to show that Lpgnξ, gnrI0q|Hj

� Lpgnξ, rIq|Hj
converge strongly to Lpξ, rIq and are

uniformly bounded over n. By the locality and the state-field correspondence of E f ,
Lpgnξ, rIqχ � Rpχ, rI 1qgnξ converges to Rpχ, rI 1qξ � Lpξ, rIqχ for any χ P HjpI 1q. Set
x � Lpξ, rIq�Lpξ, rIq|H0 P ApIq. Then xn :� gnxg

�
n equals Lpgnξ, gnrIq�Lpgnξ, gnrIq|H0 . So

xnΩ � Lpgnξ, gnrIq�gnξ. Hence, by proposition 2.3,

‖Lpgnξ, rIq|Hj
‖2� ‖Lpgnξ, rIq�Lpgnξ, rIq|Hj

‖� ‖LpLpgnξ, rIq�gnξ, rIq|Hj
‖

�‖LpxnΩ, gnrIq|Hj
‖� ‖πj,gnIpxnq‖¤ ‖xn‖� ‖x‖.

This shows that ‖Lpgnξ, rIq|Hj
‖ is uniformly bounded over all n. Thus Lpgnξ, rIq con-

verges strongly to Lpξ, rIq.
To show that V makes Hi bHj Möbius covariant, we need to check that

V pgqπibj,Jpxq � πibj,gJpgxg�1qV pgq

for any g P �PSUp1, 1q, J P J , x P ApJq. It suffices to verify this equation when both
sides act on LpHipIq, rIqHjpJq where I is disjoint from J . This is easy. Therefore Hi b

Hj is Möbius covariant, and the unique representation of �PSUp1, 1q is described by
(B.1). From (B.1) it is clear that Lpgξ, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1 is always true on any Hj P
ObjpRepfpAqq. By the braiding axiom of E f and lemma B.1, we also have Rpgξ, grIq �
gRpξ, rIqg�1. This proves the Möbius covariance of E f .
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Finally, we explain how the above arguments can be adapted to show the confor-
mal covariance of E when A is conformal covariant. Let A be conformal covariant.
Recall that for any Hi P ObjpReppAqq, ξ P HipIq, and g P GA, we have gξg�1 P HipgIq
where gξg�1 :� gLpξ, rIqg�1Ω � gRpξ, rIqg�1Ω. Thus, for any Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq, one
can define an action of GA on Hi bHj by setting

V
rIpgqLpξ, rIqη � Lpgξg�1, grIqgη (B.3)

for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpI 1q, g P GA. Note that (B.3) also equals

Lpgξg�1, grIqgRpη, rI 1qg�1gΩ � Lpgξg�1, grIqRpgηg�1, grI 1qgΩ

since we have gRpη, rI 1qg�1 � Rpgηg�1, grI 1q when acting on H0. Using this relation and
the calculations as in (B.2), one checks that V

rIpgq is well-defined and unitary. Similar
arguments as in the above paragraphs show that V

rI is independent of rI , that V respects
the group multiplication of GA (which follows clearly from the definition of V

rIpgq, that
the representation V : GA ñ Hi bHj is continuous, and that (1.1) holds. Thus V is the
unique representation of GA making HibHj conformal covariant. The relations (2.14)
follow easily from the definition (B.3) of V .
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